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ABSTRACT

Van Ommen,H.C. 1988.Transport from diffuse sources of contamination and
its application toacoupled unsaturated-saturated system. Doctoral thesis.
Agricultural University Wageningen,Wageningen, TheNetherlands.
A simple theory to predict groundwater quality upon contamination from
diffuse sources was developed. Itappeared that ananalogy exists between
thepredominant transport phenomena and the reaction of a reservoir, in
which perfect mixing takes place. Such an analogy enables a simple
incorporation ofphysico-chemical processes (decomposition, adsorption), as
was shown by an illustrative response of the quality of groundwater to an
input of aradio-active decaying solute (and its decay components) in its
recharge area.
Before solutemigration inthe saturated zone'occurs, transport takes place
in theunsaturated zone. The above mentioned analogy allows the derivation
of analytical expressions for the response of a coupled unsaturatedsaturated transport system. Theunsaturated soil is then represented by a
series of "perfectly mixed" reservoirs. Each reservoir canbe defined in
terms of its thickness,water content, in- and outflow rate, decomposition
rate or retardation factor. Moreover, theprocess ofbypass flow canbe
accounted for ina simple way.
To study the practical application of the presented theory, a field
experimentwas carried out.An amount of tracerwas applied to the catchment
area ofa drain, followed by soil sampling and monitoring of tracer
concentrations in the drainage water. Fromboth soil and drainage water
sampling it appeared, that transport velocities in the subsoil could
impossibly correspond with the observed water content profiles. Therefore it
was concluded thatpreferential flow paths in the subsoil caused this
accelerated breakthrough, and transportwas confined to these zones only.
To visualize these zones ofpreferential flow,we used acoloring technique
thatwas developed during this study. Thismethodwas applied to ten plots
in the same experimental field,where the tracerhadbeen appliedbefore.
Preferential flowpathswere shown tooccur at someplots,but the variation
of penetration depth of the solute front couldbe adequately describedby
the convection-dispersion equation,using dispersivities of the order of
centimetres. The accelerated breakthrough thatwas measured inour former
experiment, could notbe explained.
At the same experimental field, a study of the spatialvariability of soil
physical parameters had been completed recently. From the measured
variability, expressed in the distribution of the scaling parameter, the
solutebreakthrough curvewaspredicted, and compared with our measured
curve. The variation of travel times,based on the soilvariability, was
estimated too large. It isconcluded that this large variation of travel
times mighthavebeenpresent under different experimental conditions, such
asponded infiltration.

Additional index words: groundwater quality, travel time distribution,
convection-dispersion equation, transfer-functionmodel,preferential flow
paths, spatial variability.
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1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Themajor source ofwater supply,both fordomestic and industrial use, is
provided by groundwater. Despite the ability todispose of surfacewater in
an easier way under some circumstances, preference is given to the
abstraction of groundwater. This is primarily causedby its common good
quality from a chemical and bacteriological point of view, therefore
requiring onlyminimal treatment.
The good quality of groundwater results from thepuryfying influence of
physico-chemical andbiological processes during itspassage through soils
and transport in aquifers. Examples of such processes are precipitation,
adsorption,

decomposition,

and

attenuation of toxic or undesirable

components during itsprolonged residence inthe subsurface environment. The
occurrence of these processes and their influence on the quality of
abstracted or outcropping groundwater depends on the local geohydrological
and geochemical situation. Factors ashydraulic conductivity, temperature,
organic matter content and anaerobic conditions can severely affect the
behaviour of a pollutant in aquifers. Upon the growing exploitation of
natural resources due to the expansion and intensification of human
activities, the exhaustibility of thepuryfying properties of aquifershas
come to lightby the occurrence ofnumerous cases of groundwater pollution.
Most of these were caused bypoint sources such aswaste refusalsites,
industrial

waste

dumps, etc. These point sources of pollution are

characterized by aburden ofgroundwater quality imposed ona smallpart of
the entire recharge area.The spread ofcontaminants by groundwater flow,
starting at the location of emission, isoften described by the solution of
the convection-dispersion equation, given the appropriate boundary and
initial conditions.Although doubts have arisen concerning the general
applicability of this equation todescribe solute transport inaquifers, a
practical methodology tomodel transport inabetterway is still lacking.
Recently, consciousness has grown that diffuse sources of contamination
might even have a larger impact on the quality of groundwater thanpoint
sources. This non-point source pollution ischaracterized by a wide-spread
emission of solutes to the groundwater, operative inthe total recharge area
of anaquifer. Themost striking examples of thiskind ofpollution are the
emission ofnutrients to the groundwater by agriculture (especially nitrate

andphosphate) and the deposition of 'acid'rain.
Aquifers canbe classified on thebasis of their accessibility for solutes
to penetrate into them. We canschematically distinguish three kinds of
aquifers,based on their hydrogeological setting: 1) confined aquifers,
which are covered by an impervious layer thatprevents thepenetration of
solutes originating from the soil surface, 2)semi-confined aquifers, which
are covered by a semi-pervious layer that forms a barrier to direct
infiltration of solutes leached from the soil, and 3)phreatic aquifers, in
which solutes originating from the soil surface candirectly penetrate into
thewaterbearing layer.As amatter of fact, the last category of aquifers
is most vulnerable topollution originating from the soil surface. In the
following,we therefore restrict ourselves to the description of transport
inaquifers of this origin.
To assess the susceptability of groundwater quality inphreatic aquifers
upon contamination fromnon-point sources,a general theory is presented
(Chapter 2 ) . This describes the reaction of aphreatic aquifer upona
diffuse input in terms of its intrinsic characteristics such as thickness,
porosity, and net recharge. Processes ofadsorption and decomposition can
easilybe incorporated, as is illustratedby theapplication of the theory
to a diffuse input of aradio-active decaying solute (Chapter 3 ) .Based on
this

theory,

the reaction of an aquifer upon a diffuse input of

contamination canbe expressed interms of acharacteristic time.For Dutch
circumstances this turn-over time,expressed inyears, isof the order of
magnitude of the aquifer thickness inmetres. So the quality of groundwater,
that is abstracted from a thick aquifer, reacts slowly upon changes of the
concentration in the recharge water. On the otherhand, groundwater quality
from thin aquifers reacts quickly upon changes of the concentration in the
recharge water.
A solute that isapplied at the soil surface,will be transported through
the unsaturated soil before it reaches the groundwater table.As travel
times in theunsaturated zonemay not alwaysbeneglected with respect to
residence times in the aquifer, expressions for the reaction of a coupled
unsaturated-saturated transport systemwillbe developed inChapter 4 and5.
On the basis of the theory of Chapter 2,analytical expressions for the
reaction of acoupled unsaturated-saturated transport system can easily be
derived for time-dependent input concentrations (Chapter 4 ) . In this

derivation, theunsaturated soilprofile is schematized as a series of
identical reservoirs, in which mixing occurs. InChapter 5,however,an
analytical

solution

is

given

for

the

reaction

of

a

coupled

unsaturated-saturated transport system, inwhich the unsaturated soil is
schematized as a series of layers, that each mayhave its own properties
such as thickness,moisture content, adsorption isotherm, and decomposition
rate.
To verify the theory and apply the presented approach toa field situation,
we are facedwith a discrepancy between the representativeness and the
duration of a validation experiment: the realization of anexperiment,
involving themigration of a tracer from adiffuse source of contamination,
would cost tens ofyears for anaquifer, thathas a representative thickness
for Dutch conditions. Thinphreatic aquifers, although not representative
for Dutch circumstances, thatallow toverify the theorywithin aperiod of
a fewyears,are located inthe 'Hupsel'catchment area in the Eastern part
of theNetherlands.
The experimental validation of the theory, that isdescribed indetail in
Chapter 6, involved auniform application of an amount of tracer solutionto
the catchment area of a drain, followed by sampling of the

soil,

groundwater, and the drain water. After analyzing the samplesupon the
presence of the applied tracer,conclusions couldbe drawn concerning the
transport mechanisms occurring in the soil and the aquifer. From the soil
samplingwe were able to describe the transport of the tracer in the
unsaturated zone, and based on this, drainwater concentrations couldbe
predicted using the theory, thatwas developed inChapter 2. Comparison of
the predicted concentrations with themeasured concentrations yielded very
good results.However, the samples thatwere taken from the saturated zone,
showed such an irregular pattern of concentrations, that the transport
mechanism in the saturated zone could notbe checked directly.
The results of the soil sampling indicated anaccelerated transport in the
subsoil: once the tracer hadmoved into it,leaching of the solute occurred
at such elevated velocities, that only part of the soil matrix could be
active in transporting solutes to the groundwater. Transportwould thenbe
confined to regionswhere preferential flow occurred. To visualize these
zones of preferential flow, an iodide-coloring technique was developed
(Chapter 7) thatwas successfully applied to tenplots in the same field

(Chapter 8 ) . Results indicated the existence ofpreferential flowpaths,
although these could notbe responsible for the accelerated transport, that
was observed inthe former experiment.
At the same field, a study to the spatialvariability of soil hydraulic
properties hadbeen carried out recently. Based on this, itwas possible to
predict the transport of a tracer in theunsaturated soil (Chapter9 ) .
Besides, the drainwater concentrations couldbe predicted from data of this
study, and compared with themeasured tracer concentrations of the former
experiment.
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ABSTRACT
Van Ommen, H . C , 1986.Influence of diffuse sources of contamination on the quality of outflowing
groundwater including non-equilibrium adsorption and decomposition. J. Hydrol., 88: 79-95.
When certain conditions are met, groundwater transport of solutes stemming from a diffuse
source can be described by considering the aquifer as a reservoir in which perfect mixing takes
place. This theory is illustrated with three groundwater flow regimes of frequent occurrence.
Besides, by deriving the mass balance for such a linear — or linearised — system, the influences
of several physico-chemical processes such as non-equilibrium adsorption and first-order decomposition or decay can be determined. Special attention is given to the importance of the time scale
at which the processes play a role.
INTRODUCTION

In the last few decades, there has been considerable interest in the transport
of solutes in groundwater. Much of the emphasis in studies to date has focused
on point-source problems with considerably less attention given to diffuse
sources.The goal ofthis paper isto develop a mixing model capable of modeling
transport away from diffuse sources.
A diffuse source of contamination is defined as a more-or-less uniformly
distributed source of pollution in the area of groundwater recharge. Contaminants from diffuse sources could include, for example, nitrogen or phosphorus
compounds leached from agricultural lands, acid rain and irrigation water of
poor quality. For problems like this, it is possible to develop a theoretical
relation between the concentration of a solute in recharge water and the
concentration in outflowing groundwater. As special cases of the general
theory, three groundwater flow regimes, commonly encountered in practice,
are discussed.
Furthermore, an extension of the generally applicable theory, developed for
transport of inert solutes will be worked out, in order to describe physicochemical processes such as non-equilibrium adsorption and decomposition.

0022-1694/86/$03.50
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NOTATION
List of symbols used
recharge area outside the isochrone under consideration
total recharge area of the aquifer
eigenvalues of the linear system
concentration of the solute in the reservoir in which perfect mixing takes
place
c
the average concentration in outflowing groundwater
c*
dimensionless concentration
c
inPut
concentration of solute in the recharge water
corlg
uniformly distributed, original concentration of solute in the aquifer
c 0nl
uniform initial concentration at time t0in the non-linear adsorption case
H
thickness of the aquifer
k
slope of the adsorption isotherm or the slope of the chord-envelope of the
isotherm
/
spacing of the parallel canals (illustration 1)
N
groundwater recharge rate
qx
flow at distance x from the water divide per unit length of canal
Q(r)
amount of water flowing to the well from a distance greater than r
Qw
extraction rate of groundwater
r
cylindrical coordinate, used in illustration 2
re
radius of influence of the extraction well in illustration 2
r0
radius of the circle around the well from which the displacements are
calculated (illustration 3)
S
quantity adsorbed at the solid phase in the perfectly mixed reservoir
S0nl
uniformly adsorbed quantity at time t0,corresponding with c 0nl
t
time
t0
initial time
T
time constant of the migration of a solute in the equilibrium adsorption
case
Tr
residence time at point r = r from the well (illustration 2)
Tx
residence time of a water drop starting from a distance x from the water
divide to the canal (illustration 1)
ux
the x-component of the velocity vector in illustration 3
uy
the ^-component of the velocity vector in illustration 3
uxbl
velocity vector in the z-direction, due to the baseflow
uxw
velocity component in the «-direction due to the groundwater extraction
(illustration 3)
uyw
velocity component in the r-direction due to the groundwater extraction
(illustration 3)
u1
horizontal velocity vector at the starting location of the displacement
(illustration 3)
u2
horizontal velocity vector at the estimated location of the displacement
(illustration 3)
x
horizontal coordinate in illustrations 1 and 3
xsl s2
locations of the stagnation points in illustration 3
y
horizontal coordinate in illustration 3
2
location vector of the displacement points in illustration 3
a
first-order
decomposition constant in the liquid phase
ß
rate coefficient of the adsorption reaction
y
first-order
decomposition constant at the solid phase

[L2]
[L2]
[T _1 ]

a
A
a12
c

[ML" 3 ]
[ML~ 3 ]
[ML - 3 ]
[ML - 3 ]
[ML - 3 ]
[L]
[L 3 M~ J ]
[L]
[LT1]
[L 2 T _1 ]
[L'T' 1 ]
[L 3 T _1 ]
[L]
[L]
[L]
[MM1]
[MM^ 1 ]
[T]
[T]
[T]
[T]
[T]
[LT - 1 ]
[LT - 1 ]
[LT1]
[LT - 1 ]
[LT - 1 ]

[L]
[L]
[L]
[T - 1 ]
[T _1 ]
[T _ 1 ]

At
£
Q

time step to calculate the displacement in the horizontal direction
(illustration 3)
porosity of the aquifer
dry bulk density of the aquifer

[T]

H
[ML-

This extension isillustrated by two examples.At the end, some conclusions are
drawn from the discussed theory.
THE TRANSPORT OF INERT SOLUTES

Following in this section is the development of a relation linking the concentration of an inert solute in recharge water with its concentration in
outflowing groundwater. This development requires the following assumptions:
(1) Steady groundwater flow, i.e. the recharge rate multiplied by the total
recharge area is equal to the discharge of groundwater from the system.
(2) Changes in thickness of the saturated zone are small compared to the
total thickness of the aquifer.
(3) The thickness of the aquifer and its porosity are constant (see also
assumption (2)).
(4) Groundwater flow is horizontal, making the Dupuit-Forchheimer
assumptions valid.
A transport model is developed for an aquifer (porosity e, thickness H) with
a recharge area A [L2] and a well located arbitrarily at location P, where
groundwater extraction takes place with a rate Qw [L 3 T _1 ] (Fig. 1).
Supposing the discharge of groundwater Qw [L3T x] equal to the recharge
rate N [LT~*]multiplied by the recharge area A [L2](assumption (1)),it follows:
<?w = NA

[L'T" 1 ]

'///A

Fig. 1.Recharge area of the aquifer with the groundwater extraction at location P.

(1)

Within the recharge area A, a closed line connecting the points having the
same residence or travel time to extraction point P can be found. This line
represents an isochrone. Therecharge area outside this isochrone equalsa[L 2 ];
the area within amounts to A — a [L 2 ]. The isochrone of residence time t, as
a function of a is determined in the following way:
For an increase ofthe residence time of an amount at, the following relationship holds:
_dt

=

volume
flux

=

sHda
Na

The negative sign indicates a decrease of the residence time with an increasing
area a. In eqn. (2) Na represents the amount of water recharging the aquifer
outside the isochrone, while eHda equals the quantity ofwater present between
the isochrone of time t and the isochrone of time t - at.
The following relation can bedeveloped between the residence time tand the
recharge area a:

hence:
t(a) = ^ l n ( A / a )

[T]

(4)

The concentration of the outflowing groundwater is composed of water of a
concentration equal to the concentration of the recharge water (cinput) originating from the area A - a, and water originally present in the aquifer (c orig )
originating from the area a. The average concentration of the outflowing
groundwater, formed by mixing waters from these two sources, is calculated
with this equation:
c =

iiA

~~

a) C

^\

+ ac

™s)N

[ML3]

(5a)

or:
- ; j ) cinput + j corig. [ M L 3 ]

(5b)

In effect, this result simply represents the average concentration as the weighted contribution from the two sources.
Combined with eqn. (3), it follows:
m

= cinput + (corig. - c i n p u t )exp(-M/(aff))

[ML' 3 ]

(6)

which is the equation for the outflow concentration of a reservoir in which
perfect mixing takes place (Bird et al., 1960), although the mixing mechanism
in these two cases is entirely different.

Following are results for three different problems of practical interest to
illustrate the generality of the approach I have just described. In all three
cases, it has been possible to develop very simple expressions characterizing
the chemistry of groundwater outflow.
Illustration 1. The flow toparallel canals
This case is the one-dimensional analogue of the preceding theory and has
been described extensively in the literature (Eldor and Dagan, 1972; Ernst,
1973; Gelhar and Wilson, 1974; Van Ommen, 1985a,b). The recharge N [LT ' j
is drained through an aquifer of thickness H towards parallel canals, having
a spacing /. Using the coordinate system given in Fig. 2,the flow at distance x
from the water divide per unit length of canal (qx) can be written as:
qx = Nx

[L 2 T- J ]

(7)

The residence time of a water drop starting at distance x from the divide is:
Tx = ^ln(Z/(2*)) [T]

(8)

The average solute concentration equals:
_ cOTli.Nx + N(l/2 - x) cinput
M/2

(9a)

[ML-

or:
(9b)

c = cinput + (corig. - cmput) 2x11 [ML" 3 ]
Combining eqns. (8) and (9b) gives:
c(t)
cmput)exp(-M/(£tf))
"input + (c„

[ML^ 3 ]

which is the same as eqn. (6).
Illustration 2. The flow to a fully penetrating well in aphreatic aquifer
In the framework of the development of a coupled unsaturated/saturated

' i i , i . / / / / 1 , i i , i i , i i i i / i 11

x=0

i i /

x=x

/ 1

x=l/2

Fig. 2. Flow to parallel canals, having a spacing i

/ / / / / / / / //

//////////
1

H

!

y

1
1

—L
r=0

1

r=r

r=re

Fig. 3. Flow to a well in a phreatic aquifer.

groundwater quality model, the solution for this case has also been presented
elsewhere (Van Ommen, 1985b).
In the cylindrical coordinate system, as given in Fig. 3,the amount of water
Q(r) flowing to the well from a distance greater than r equals:
Q(r) = nN(ri - r 2 )

[VT1]

(10)

where re is the radius of influence of the well (re = y/Qw/(nN)). The average
concentration of the extracted groundwater is then:
c =

Wnput'

~*~ C-origA^e

' /

[ML-

(Ha)

I*

or:
+ (C;input
Co^yiri
[ML- 3 ]
c = c„.
The pore water velocity u(r) at a distance r from the well is determined by
dividing Q(r) by the effective cross-sectional area at that distance:

*»

- ^

(lib)

(12)

- ' >

From this pore flow velocity, the residence time Tr at a circle r = r from the
well becomes:

f-0-É

Tr = - — l n [ l - - , )

[T]

(13)

The combination of eqns. (13) and (lib) results again in eqn. (6).
Illustration 3. The flow to a fully penetrating well in aphreatic aquifi
space-dependent baseflow

f

er with a

The original situation is given in Fig. 4a,b: a groundwater divide on the left
hand of which a baseflow is developing due to the natural recharge by rain or
irrigation water. Such a situation may occur when the natural recharge causes
an increasing baseflow to develop in the direction of a valley.
The coordinate of the water divide is indicated as x wd . The pore flow velocity
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Fig. 4. a. Original situation of illustration 3.Vertical cross-section of the aquifer; b. plane view of
the developing baseflow.

(uxb() at an arbitrary coordinate x on the left of the water divide, is equal to
(compare the analogy with illustration 1):
N(xwi - x)
eH

[LT" 1 ]

(14)

In this situation, a groundwater production well is installed at the left of the
water divide. Provided that the drawdown, caused by the groundwater extraction, is small compared to the thickness of the aquifer (see assumption (2)), this
drawdown equals the drawdown in a confined aquifer having the same
hydrological properties (see e.g. Bear, 1979, p. 308).In that case the horizontal
components of the pore flow velocity in the x- and ^-directions, caused by an
extraction at x = 0 and y = 0, are equal to (Bear, 1979;Van den Akker, 1983):
Q»
2nsH(xz + y2)

[LT

(15a)

Q*y
2neH(x2 + y2)

[UT1]

(15b)

If the extraction well is located at x = 0 and y = 0 on the "left" of the water
divide, the horizontal pore flow velocity components including the baseflow (in
the negative ^-direction) are given by:
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N(xwi - x) _
sH
Qvy
2neH(x2 + y2)

Qwx
2neH(x2 + y2)

[LT" 1 ]

(16a)

[LT^ 1 ]

(16b)

To assess the area of recharge of the flow system for e.g. groundwater protection zones, the stagnation points on the x-axis are located at:
*si,s2

—

2nxvd ± V47T2^d + 87rQw/iV
7

[LJ

(17)

In order to obtain streamlines and residence times to the well, the displacements of a number of discrete particles, located at a circle of r0around the well,
are followed in time, moving upstream along the streamlines. Remark that in
this case, the displacement velocities of the particles are opposite to the
velocity vectors composed of ux and uy, as denned by eqn. (16). Due to the
mutual dependence of the velocity components, a stepwise integration method
is applied, as has been described by Olsthoorn (1982).As a criterion of integration the value of the inner product of the velocities at different locations,
divided by the squared length of the velocity vector at the "start-location" is
used:

where u^ stands for the velocity at the "start-location" z, at time t, and u2
represents the velocity at the "estimated-location" z(+A( at time t + At. If the
criterion is met, the new location is calculated according to:
zt+M = zt + |(«i + u2)At

(19)

where At is the timestep at which criterion (18) is met. If this is not the case,
the timestep is halved and the procedure repeated, and so on.
Figure 5 shows an example of the discussed groundwater flow regime with
streamlines and residence times. Because of the symmetry of the flow pattern
— the x-axis is an axis of symmetry — only one half of the flow net has been
constructed.
The following data are used in this case: 11 streamlines starting from 11
points located at r0 = 5m, xwd = 5000m, £ = 0.30, H = 60m, N = 0.30myr _ 1
and Qw = 5• 106m3yr~1. From these data the stagnation points on the x-axis are
located at:
xsl = - 484m

xs2 = 5484m

Streamlines and residence times have been calculated up to 100yr by applying
the discussed integration procedure (a program for HP41CV is available upon
request).
The concentration at different times can be derived from Fig. 5. For this
purpose the area within the isochrone of the time at hand needs to be known.
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Fig.6.Relation between the concentration in extracted groundwater and the timefor illustration
3; this graph also represents the cumulative distribution of residence times.

This area, multiplied by the recharge rate N, provides that part ofthe discharge
QK, originating from the area within the isochrone. Applying plane geometry
to the total recharge area yields — evidently — an area equal to Qv/N.
The relation between the concentration of outflowing groundwater and time
has been determined for the case of cinput equals one and corig equals zero, and
has been depicted in Fig. 6, being the same relation as given by eqn. (6).
In this particular case Fig. 6 shows also the cumulative distribution of
residence times (Huisman and Martijn, 1969), being the relation between the
fraction of discharge from the system (ordinate) and the age of the outflowing
groundwater.
EXTENSION OF THE MODEL TO CONSIDER REACTING SOLUTES

The model describing the transport of a solute from a diffuse source and the
outflow from a reservoir in which perfect mixing takes place can be extended
to account for different kinds of interaction and decomposition processes.
The basic approach involves deriving the mass balance equation for a
perfectly stirred reservoir and adding appropriate terms to account for the
processes.This procedure, in general, isrestricted to linear processes, although
a few non-linear interactions can also be described in this way.
The effects of first-order kinetic reaction and linear adsorption have been
described elsewhere (Van Ommen, 1985b). This theory is extended here to
account for the chemical decomposition of adsorbed contaminants, nonequilibrium adsorption and adsorption according to a non-linear convex
isotherm.
In order to quantify the contribution of each of these processes, the mass
balance equation is derived and the solution is presented. Following is a brief
discussion of the mathematical formulations of the equations describing the
various chemical processes.
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(a) Reaction of adsorbed contaminants. If this process is described by a
first-order mechanism, the following equation holds:
^ = -yS
[T1]
(20)
at
where S represents the quantity adsorbed [MM - 1 ], t is the time [T] and y the
decomposition constant at the solid phase [T - 1 ].
(b) Non-equilibrium adsorption. In this case, the adsorption rate follows a
first-order kinetic law with the adsorption rate proportional to the adsorption
deficit, i.e. the difference between the actual adsorbed quantity and the adsorbed quantity at equilibrium (see e.g. Van Genuchten and Cleary, 1979):
^

= ß(kc - S)

[T- 1 ]

(21)

where ß [T _1 ] is the rate coefficient of the adsorption reaction and kc is the
quantity adsorbed at equilibrium according to a linear adsorption isotherm,
having a slope k [L 3 M - 1 ].
(c) The non-linear adsorption isotherm. Generally the theory isnot applicable
in the case of non-linear adsorption. However, an analytical solution is possible if the solute is adsorbed according to a convex isotherm (d 2 S/dc 2 < 0),
provided the input concentration is constant with time. The migration of the
solute can be obtained using the slope of the chord-envelope of the isotherm
(Reiniger and Bolt, 1972; Bolt, 1972; Schweich and Sardin, 1981). In fact, the
non-linear isotherm is then linearised by a process of filling vacant adsorption
sites. This process is described by the lines AB and AC in Fig. 8a.
It should be pointed out that this method of solute transport simulation can
only be applied if the aquifer has a uniform initial concentration. This condition, in combination with the constant input concentration, justifies the use
of the slope of the chord-envelope between the initial and the input concentration.
Neither decomposition at the adsorption complex or in the liquid phase can
betaken into account: in those cases of decomposition the concentration at the
solute front will decrease, resulting in a steeper slope of the chord-envelope
(d2S/dc2 < 0!), which makes the formerly used linearisation impossible. The
breakthrough curve will then have to be found by numerical techniques (see
e.g. Van Ommen, 1985c). This is also the case if the adsorption follows a
concave isotherm. The process of desorption in an initially contaminated
aquifer can not be treated by the outlined theory, unless the adsorption is
according to a concave isotherm. In that case, desorption proceeds along the
chord-envelope again (Bolt, 1979).
When we consider a system with delayed linear adsorption and first-order
decay of solutes, both in the dissolved and adsorbed state, the mass balance
equation describing the "breakthrough" ofa solute in outflowing groundwater,
now reads:
Solid and liquid phase:
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de
„ dS
eH—t + eH — = Ncinput - Ne - aeHc - ygHS [ML^T" 1 ]
dt * dt

(22)

Solid phase only:
^

= ß(kc - S)-

yS [T-1]

(23)

where c is the concentration of solute in the reservoir [ML -3 ], a is the firstorder decomposition constant concerning the liquid phase [T _1 ], Qis the dry
bulk density of the aquifer [ML -3 ]. Rearranging eqns. (22) and (23) yields a
system of coupled differential equations of order one:
de
dt
^

=

^_("+a
eH
\eH

+

ßJ*)c
e)

+

(ßA)s
\e J

= (ßk)c -(j8 + y)S

(24a)
(24b)

or:
\S'(t)j

\ E

-F)

\S(t)J

\0j

where
Nc
A = — ^
eH
N
B = — + a + ßkg/e

(25a)
(25b)

£> = jSß/e

(25c)

E = ßk

(25d)

F = ß+y

(25e)

The eigenvalues of this linear system are given by:
ax =
a2 =

- (B + F) - J{B + Ff + 4(ED - BF)

(26a)

- (B + F) + J(B + Ff + 4(ED - BF)

(26b)

Both are smaller than zero because:
ED - BF < 0 - ED < BF

(27a)

or:
ß2kg
ß2kg
Nß yßgk
Ny
0
LI
^—^ < ^—^- + aß + -i= + -^- + ay +-fT
e
Ê
eH
e
eH

/nn^

(27b)

so:
0 < a(ß + y) + ^(ß

+ y) + Ä

(27c)

The right-hand side of eqn. (27c) is always greater than zero, resulting in a
stable linear system.
The solution of the system (eqns. (25)) — given the initial conditions c0 and
S0 at time t0— has been obtained using the Laplace transform and is given by:
c(t)\

/ c 1 e " l ( ( ^ ) + c a e 0>( -" ) , c 3 e M '- ( 0 ) + c 4 e ° 2 ( ' - ^

S(t)J

\cRe"1<|-<,,) + c 6 e a 2 ( ( ^ ) , c7eai((~'o) + c8ea2<'-'°7 \S0,
«i

a2

^ c 5 /e<>i«-<o) _ i )

+

(28)

^ £ Ë ( e a 2<i-'o) _ -J\

aj

;

a2

where the constants c1to c8 are denned as:
1
Ci =
Co

1

+ F
— +-a a
2

c5 =

F + a2
a, - a2

c6 =

=

c3 =

D

a.

£
ßi- a2

E
o2- ax

c7c 7 == 1 +1+

a2

B+a,

= J - c8

öi- a 2

D

r„ =

B+a2

In case of non-linear adsorption the system of equations will change if the
initial concentration is not equal to zero. The solution then reads:
c(t)\
S

('V

/cieOl<,~'0) + c2eO2('-'0), c 3 e a ' < ^° > + c ^ ^ ]
1

10

We" """»' + ce* -*', c 7 e
a,

al(< 0,

/c 0 , nl

2<, Î0

-' 4- c8e° ' V W,m,
a,

+I

I
ACaJ_Gc,

(29)

„,(,_,,) - 1) + ^ C 6 + Gc» / c a2('-'o) _ jx

a,

a,

'

where:
SH

£

G = /?(S0,n, - Ac0,nl)

£

(30b)
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with c 0nl as the uniform initial concentration at time t0.S 0nl is the corresponding quantity adsorbed according to the isotherm and k represents the slope of
the chord-envelope between S(c input ) and S 0 n l . In case of c 0nl = S 0 n l = 0, solution (29) corresponds with solution (28). Time-dependent input concentration
(except in the non-linear adsorption case!) can be accounted for by calculating
the convolution integral of the input concentration with the impulse-response
ofthe system using a technique similar to that reported by Van Ommen (1985b).
A program, written for HP41CV, to calculate eqns. (28) and (29) is available
upon request.
APPLICATION OF THE MODEL

The applicability of the solution depicted in eqns. (28) and (29) is demonstrated with the help oftwo examples.The first example is a case of non-equilibrium adsorption, where the influence of the adsorption rate coefficient is discussed. The second example shows the breakthrough of a solute adsorbing to
a convex isotherm.
Example 1. In Fig. 7 the breakthrough curve of a solute in outflowing
groundwater is presented, following a pulse-type course ofthe input-concentration: between t = 0 and t = 95yr cinput = 1.0kgm 3, outside this range
c
input = 0-The adsorbed quantities are given by crosses, the concentrations (in
the liquid phase) by points. The breakthrough curves for ß = 0.027yr" 1 are
presented by interrupted lines.This example clearly shows the effect ofthe rate
coefficient ß:
If 1/ß <| T (the time-constant of the migration of the adsorbing solute:
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Fig. 7. Example of the non-equilibrium adsorption. N = 0.3myr _ 1 ; £ = 0.3; H = 5m; a = Oyr" 1 ;
ß = different values (yr '); y = Oyr" 1 ; g = 1500kgm~ 3 ; k = 0.002m 3 kg _1 . At equilibrium:
T = £#(1 + ek/e)IN = 55yr: ß = 0.027yr' 1 (interrupted lines); ß = 2.7y r 1 (solid lines). The adsorbed quantities are given as crosses.
1 = the concentration in recharge water; 2,3 = the concentration and quantity adsorbed in
case of fast adsorption (ß = 2.7y r 1 ) ; 4 = the breakthrough curve in case of slow adsorption
(ß = 0.027y r 1 ) ; 5 = the adsorbed quantity in case of slow adsorption.
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T = EH(1 + Qk/e)jN), the influence of the adsorption reaction is small (except
after a sudden change of the input concentration).
If 1/ß > T (or of the same order of magnitude), the shape of the breakthrough curve changes considerably, while the adsorbed quantity lags behind.
Example 2. In Fig. 8b two breakthrough curves have been constructed for a

0.6

0.8
1.0
C^(kg/m3)

90
100
time(years)—-

Fig. 8. a. The non-linear adsorption isotherm with the chord-envelopes (AB and AC): S(e) = 0.01
c/1 + 4c (kg/kg dry soil), b. The influence of the non-linear isotherm on the breakthrough curve.
N = 0 . 3 m y r - I ; £ = 0.3;H = 5m;a = O y r 1 ; / ? = 0.05yr" 1 ; y = 0 y r _ 1 ; e = 1500kgm" 3 . Adsorbed
quantities are given as crosses. Interrupted lines: cinput = 1.0kgm - 3 ; solid lines: c input = 0.5kgm - 3 .
1 = the breakthrough curve for c input = 1.0k g m 3 ; 2 = the quantity adsorbed versus time in case
°f cinPut = 1.0kgm 3; 3 = the breakthrough curve for cir
0.5kgm - 3 ; 4 = the quantity adsorbed for Ci , = 0.5kg m - 3 .
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solute adsorbing according to a non-linear Langmuir isotherm (Fig. 8a); the
c
3
first one where cinput
= =0.5
kgkg
mm3 for
input
0.5
fort ^t ^0,0,the
thesecond
secondwhere
wherecinput
cinputequals
3
1.0kgm .In both cases the initial concentration was uniformly equal to zero.
As ordinate the dimensionless concentration c* is used, denned as:
^

—

V\C ~~ *-orig.//vAnput

—

'-orig.//

With a higher input concentration (second breakthrough curve), the breakthrough is faster because of the smaller slope of the chord-envelope resulting
in a relatively smaller adsorbed quantity than in the first case.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the analogy between the transport of an inert solute away from a
diffuse source of contamination and the outflow of a perfectly stirred reservoir,
the characteristic time for transport of an inert solute in a groundwater flow
system can be defined as:
T =

E

-§ [T]

(31)

This characteristic time is an important factor and for e.g. Dutch circumstances the next rule of thumb may be applied: the characteristic time (yr) equals the
thicknesss of the aquifer (m). The porosity is about 0.30, where the net annual
groundwater recharge equals 250-350mm.
"Thick" aquifers have a large characteristic time for transport of inert
solutes; the concentration of solutes in outflowing groundwater reacts slowly
upon changes of the concentration in the recharge water. Using the discussed
approach, it is necessary to investigate the magnitude of the time scale of the
chemical interaction or decomposition process in order to evaluate the dominating process. With that knowledge, a sound basis for the prediction of
groundwater quality in time might be present.
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ABSTRACT
Van Ommen, H . C , 1986. Calculating the impact of a momentary input of a decaying solute — and
its decay components — on the quality of outflowing groundwater. J. Hydrol., 89: 59-64.
Using the analogy between the breakthrough curve of solute transport from a diffuse source
and the effluent concentration of a perfectly stirred tank, the evolution of the concentration in
outflowing groundwater concerning an arbitrary component of a decay chain is presented. As an
illustration of the method, an example of a hypothetical decay chain is presented. Consequences
and recommendations for — nevertheless undesirable — practical use are discussed.
INTRODUCTION

At the end of April 1986, large parts of the world's population were frightened by the nuclear disaster which took place at Tsjernobyl, U.S.S.R. As a
consequence, considerable amounts of radioactive material were scattered
over large parts of the Northern Hemisphere reaching the earth's surface by
the processes of wet and dry deposition.
At this early stage, it isvery difficult to strike a complete balance concerning
the environmental impact of such an event. However, Trouwborst et al. (1986)
and Van der Véen (1986)discussed the effects on drinking water produced from
surface waters.
As groundwater is another important source for drinking water production,
the scope of this article is to provide a simple calculation method in order to
predict the effects of an instantaneous input of radioactive material upon the
quality of groundwater. These effects include decay and generation of components as is the case in a radioactive decay chain.
After the theoretical development of the method, an example is given to
illustrate the theory, followed by some conclusions and recommendations.
TRANSPORT FROM A DIFFUSE SOURCE

As has been derived elsewhere (Van Ommen, 1986), groundwater transport
of a solute stemming from a diffuse source can be described by considering the
0022-1694/86/$03.50
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aquifer as a reservoir in which perfect mixing takes place. This analogy occurs,
if the following assumptions are valid: (1)steady groundwater flow in a phreatic aquifer with uniform recharge; (2)changes in thickness ofthe saturated zone
are small compared to the total thickness of the aquifer; (3)the thickness of the
aquifer and its porosity are constant; (4)the Dupuit-Forchheimer assumptions
are valid.
The mixing process in a perfectly stirred tank is governed by a first-order
linear differential operator. Using the beforementioned analogy and the knowledge that radioactive decay is a first-order linear process as well, it is manageable to incorporate the effects of a radioactive decay chain into the mass
balance equation of a perfectly stirred tank.
By applying this approach to groundwater transport from a diffuse source of
contamination, it isnot necessary to solve a set ofdependent convective-dispersive solute transport equations to calculate the breakthrough curve of a component in outflowing groundwater. For problems of pollution by point sources,
however, the set of dependent transport equations will have to be solved (see,
e.g., Huyakorn and Pinder, 1983). As was implicitly assumed, only saturated
transport will be considered for the reason that the transport time in the
unsaturated zone can generally be neglected against the transport time in the
aquifer (Van Ommen, 1986).
Henceforth is the derivation of the mass balance equations for a perfectly
stirred tank in which the processes of adsorption, decay, and generation of
components of a decay chain take place.
THE MASS BALANCE EQUATION

In order to predict the effects of a momentary input of the first component
in the decay chain, the mass balance equations are derived for a system having
a constant input equal to one. From this step-response of the system, the
impulse-response is easily determined.
The mass balance equation for an arbitrary component subject to inflow,
outflow, adsorption, production and first-order decay reads (Van Ommen, 1985):
£#(1 + R) ^

= Ncm - Nc + P - txsHc - aeHRc
(1)
at
where c is the concentration of the component (MI/" 3 ), tis the time (T),eis the
porosity of the aquifer, H the thickness of the aquifer (L), N the net recharge
rate (L T _ 1 ), cin the inflow concentration ( M L r 3 ) , P t h e production term (ML 2
T _ 1 ), athe decay coefficient ( T 1 ) and R the distribution ratio ofthe component.
The fifth term on the right-hand side of eqn. (1) represents the decay of the
component in the adsorbed state. The decay coefficient isdefined in terms of the
half-life, tlj2, of a component as:
]
n2
* = —

h/2

Considering a decay chain of the following form:

(2)
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Rr

R2

R3

Rt

where the number within the circle represents the component, a the decay
coefficient of the component and R the distribution ratio.
The mass balance equation concerning the first component, for cin equal to
one, is given by:
EH(1 + Ä J ~

= N - (N + a.eH + ^eHR^c,

(3)

The subscripts relate to the number of the component in the decay chain.
For component number i, the mass balance equation becomes:
EH(1 + Ä ( ) ^ r = (a; I E H + a ; isHR> l t e - i - (N + ateH + a,£i/fl,) Cl
at

(4)

Note that no inflow takes place and that the generation of component i is
equal to the decay of component i — 1.
The production term is thus equal to ai_1sH(l + R^i) c,_i. In reality, a
single component — say component number 'i — 1'— may decay into different
decay components, generated by a given fraction ofthe decaying solute. In this
case, the production term on the right-hand side of eqn. (4) will have to be
multiplied by the fraction of component 'i —1', decaying into component 'i'.
For the sake of simplicity, this has been omitted in the derivation, although it
is easy to incorporate in the presented approach.
Eqn. (4) may be rearranged to yield a general form:
-fa = P.c.-i - Q,c,

where p! =

N

(5)

and ci_1 = cin = 1for i = 1,

£H(1 + Ri)
and:

pi =

"'•-•Wfl'1 (i > i}

* ^ THiTTR-) + "'

(6)

(al11)

(7)

Integration of eqn. (5) yields for the concentration of component i in the
outflowing groundwater:
c,(0 = \Pi c.jCO exp {qtt) dt + constant exp ( - qtt)

(8)

If the initial concentration of component i in the aquifer is equal to zero, the
constant is zero.
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The solution of eqn. (8) has been developed in the framework of a transport
model to describe single species transport in a heterogeneous soil profile (Van
Ommen, 1985).In the latter case, the mathematical nature of the problem is the
same, although the physical nature is entirely different; the values of the
coefficients pt and qt differ considerably in both cases.
For the initial concentration equal to zero, and cin equal to one, the concentration of component n in outflowing groundwater is given by:
c„(t) = Kn(0) + ' f [ff„(i)exp(- 9 ,.*)]

(9)

The coefficients are obtained as follows:
Kj(0) - - Kj^iCDpjIqj

(9a)

Kj(l) = = Kj^DpjKqj

-

9l)

Kj(i) = - Kj.^pjKqj

- qt)

Kj(j) = - l'tl lKj(i)]

(9b)
(9c)

(9d)

i-O

Starting with K0(0) = 1,the coefficients Kn(0) and Kn(l) through Kn(n) in eqn.
(9) are easily obtained by applying the recursive relationships (9a-9d) until j
equals n. In general, qt j* qt for i,j = 1, . . . , n(j / i) in order to avoid numerical instabilities (see eqn. (9c)). An example of this calculation is given in
Appendix I of Van Ommen (1985).
Having the step-response of the system, given by eqn. (9), the impulse response c'n(t) can easily be determined by taking the first derivative of the
step-response:
<(t) = 'j? [-qtKn(i)

exp (-<?,<)]

(10)

;= i

This unit impulse-response gives the outflow concentration of component n,
upon a momentary input of component 1 of N ML" 2 , i.e. 1 (T, time unit) x 1
(c,n = 1 M L 3 ) x AT (LT- 1 )In the next part, an illustration of the theory will be given in the form of
hypothetical breakthrough curves, following a unit input impulse of component 1.
EXAMPLE

In this example, the reaction of groundwater quality upon an instantaneous
unit input of the first component in a decay chain is given. This component is
finally transformed into component 5, which is assumed to be the last and
stable component in the decay chain. The data used in the calculation (see
Table 1) are entirely arbitrary values of the recharge rate, thickness and
porosity of the aquifer, as well as the values of the distribution ratio and the
half-life of the components.
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TABLE 1
Data used in the example
Thickness of the aquifer: 10m
Recharge of the aquifer: 0.3myr~
Porosity of the aquifer:
0.3
Input quantity:
0.3kgm~ 2
Component
1
2
3
4
5

R
1.0
2.0
0.0
1.0
1.0

«1/2(yr)

1.0
0.1
5.0
20.0
oo (stable)

The breakthrough curves of the five components are given in Fig. 1. Two
important conclusions may be drawn from these breakthrough curves: (1) high
concentrations of a component in a decay chain may occur a long time after the
momentary input took place; (2) the concentration of a component in outflowing groundwater is highly dependent upon the decay coefficient of a precedent
component in the decay chain.
CONCLUSIONSANDRECOMMENDATIONS
Transport of components, which are decaying according to a first-order
decay reaction, can be described by using an analogy of the transport process
component 1

0.003-,

0.06

2

f

t

C kg.m 3

Ckg m"'

l\

0.05

/
O.Oi.-

0.002-

\

/

\

i

\

A

' \
\

0,001-

\

"\.^
0
5

0,02-

0.01

Fig. 1. Breakthrough curves following an instantaneous input of component 1.
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from a diffuse source with the outflow from a perfectly stirred tank. The input
parameters of a transport model based on that analogy, consist of hydrological
parameters such as recharge rate of the aquifer, porosity and thickness of the
aquifer and a physical and geochemical parameter: the half-life and the distribution ratio of the component. With a reliable knowledge of these parameters,
a sound basis for the prediction of the breakthrough curve might be present.
As was shown in the example, high concentrations of a component may
occur a long time after the input took place. For that reason, drinking water
produced from infiltration water in the intake area once being exposed to a
momentary input of radioactively decaying material, needs a constant quality
control on the presence of components accompanied with an amount of
radiation.
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ABSTRACT
Van Ommen, H.C., 1985. Systems approach to an unsaturated-saturated groundwater
quality model, including adsorption, decomposition and bypass. Agric. Water Manage.,
10:193—203.
In this paper an unsaturated-saturated model for groundwater pollution from diffuse
sources is developed. As a linear systems approach has been applied, a time-dependent
input concentration can easily be incorporated. Processes as first-order decomposition
and linear adsorption can be accounted for as well as the phenomenon of bypass flow.
An example is given of a bimodal breakthrough curve as a reaction on a pulse-type input
concentration. A program written for an HP41CV pocket calculator is presented in the
appendix.

INTRODUCTION

In the last decade the interest for groundwater quality models has increased due to the growing impact of human activities and intensive land use
on the quality of ground- and surface water. Examples of human influence
on the quality of groundwater are contamination by solutes from sanitary
landfills (MacFarlane et al., 1983) and high nitrogen contents caused by
leaching of nutrients in regions where large amounts of fertilizer are used in
agriculture (Bruyn, 1984).
A broad distinction can be made between two kinds of models, viz. those
which describe the migration of solutes emitted by point sources, and those
which describe migration of solutes emitted by diffuse sources. The definition of point and diffuse sources depends, of course, on the scale of the
problem. On a regional scale a single field emitting solutes to the groundwater may be considered as a point source. However, on the scale of the
parcel itself, the contamination can be considered to stem from diffuse
sources.

0378-3774/85/$03.30
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Another distinction can be made between: models describing the transport of a solute in the unsaturated zone, and models describing migration of
solutes in the saturated zone. Two- and three-dimensional models describing
the transport of solutes in the system unsaturated-saturated zone are scarce
and often very complicated.
In the following a linear systems approach will be applied to the transport
of a solute, stemming from a diffuse source, in the unsaturated and saturated
zone. By means of this approach breakthrough curves can be obtained for
flow to ditches, drains and wells using data that are relatively easy to obtain.
THEORY

Transport of solutes in the unsaturated zone —derivation of the transport
equation
The unsaturated topsoil is assumed to consist of a number of discrete
layers having the same thickness and properties. In order to develop the
transport equation we start with the mass balance for each arbitrary layer i,
in words:
accumulation rate = inflow - outflow - decomposition
The accumulation can take place in the liquid phase (solution) as well as in
the solid phase (adsorption). The relation between the concentration of a
solute in the liquid phase and the quantity adsorbed at the solid phase, at a
constant temperature, is given by the adsorption isotherm. We assume the
linear relation:
S = KC

(1)
1

where S is the quantity adsorbed (M M" ); C the concentration of solute in
the liquid phase (M L - 3 ) ; and K a constant (L 3 M - 1 ) . The rate of accumulation of solute in the liquid phase in a layer with thickness L and
volumetric moisture content d equals:
OL —'dt

(2)

and for the solid phase:
dSt
Lp — dt

(3

where p is the dry bulk density of the soil. Substituting equation (1) into
equation (3) results in:
LR6 ^L
dt

(4)
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with
pK
* - —

(5)

R is the so-called distribution ratio, i.e. the ratio of the amount of solute
adsorbed to the quantity of the solute present in the liquid phase. Using the
retardation factor R* (Van Genuchten and Alves, 1982):
R*=R

+l =l+pK/6

(6)

the accumulation rate in layer i may now be written as:
dCi
0L(1+Ä)—L
at

(7)

The term 'inflow' in the mass balance equation equals the product of the
incoming waterflow (fd) and the concentration of the solute leaving the
(i - l ) t h layer. For the first layer, the concentration in the rain or irrigation
water should be used for the inflowing water. So the first term of the righthand-side of the mass balance becomes:
fdCi-i(t)

(8)

The 'outflow' term can be defined analogous to the 'inflow' term as:
fd Ci(t)

(9)

When complete mixing is assumed the concentration of the outflowing water
equals the average concentration (C;) in layer i.
The decomposition is supposed to be described by a reaction with firstorder kinetics so that the decomposition rate is proportional to the amount
of solute present:
adLCi(t)

(10)

in which a is the decomposition constant (T — ' ) . Combining equations (7),
(8), (9) and (10) results in the transport equation of layeri:
6L(1+R)

—i- =fdCi-1(t)-fdCi(t)-a6LCi(t)
d£

(11)

or

dd
~dF

=ACi-1{t)-(A+B)Ci(t)

(12)

with
A=

^
6L(1+R)

(13)

B=

(14)
1+R

When the input concentration is set equal to one and the initial concentration equal tozero, integration of equation (12) gives for the outflow
concentration at the bottom of the unsaturated zone:
Cn(t) =

I A \n+1
\A+BJ

k

~"
+ exp[-(A
+ B)t] £
lK
fe-o

r(At)"-k i (A
\ k + 1v
—
I
U n - * ) ! \ \A+B)
J
(15)

where n =N - 1, in which N represents the number of layers. By splitting the
soil profile into distinct layers, numerical dispersion occurs. This may be
used to represent the physical dispersion of solutes in the soil profile, which
is governed by a characteristic dispersion length (Bolt, 1979). A value of L
for the soil layers equal to twice this dispersion length gives satisfactory
results (Van Hoorn, 1981).
Transport of solutes in the saturated zone
Two cases oftransport ofa solute in the saturated zone will be considered: the flow to parallel canals, which has been described extensively
elsewhere (Ernst, 1973;Gelhar and Wilson, 1974), and the flow of solutes to
a fully penetrating well in a phreatic aquifer. In order to establish a relation
between the concentration of the water flowing into the saturated zone and
the concentration of a solute leaving it, the residence time distributions have
to be derived. From these distributions the concentration/time dependence
of a solute flowing out of the saturated zone can be obtained.
For the derivation of the breakthrough curve in the case of flow to canals
/

///// ///

/ J////f/////
1—L

//7///7////////7\/////\///^//////
X=0

Fig. 1. Flow to parallel canals.

X r x X:

1/2
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the flow model described by Ernst (1973) is used. Rainfall or irrigation
water ,(P) is drained through an aquifer of thickness H towards parallel
canals, having a spacing /. Using the coordinate system given in Fig. 1, the
flow at distance x from watev divide per unit length of canal (qx ) can be
written as:
(16)

qx =Px
So the residence time of a water drop starting at distance x from the divide
is:
Tx =

eH e„
I
log —
P
2x

(17)

where e is the porosity of the aquifer. Assuming an initially 'clean' aquifer
with concentration 0, and at time ( = 0 a concentration equal to one at the
top of the saturated zone, the drainage water in the canal is composed of:
water with a concentration one, supplied by all streamlines with residence
time shorter than Tx, and 'clean' water from all streamlines originating at
greater distance from the canal. Applying equation (16), the solute fluxes at
x = 1/2 are:
concentration 1:

qs=P(l/2-x)X

1

concentration 0: q£= Px X 0 =0

(18)
(19)

resulting in the average concentration c of the outflow:
c =P{l/2 - x)/(Pl/2) = l-2x/l

(20)

From equation (17) it follows:
2xß =exp (-PT/(eH))

(21)

Combining equations (20) and (21) leads to:
c =1 - exp (-PT/CeH))
/ / / / / / / / / / / / /

r

//////////\////\////\

rrO
r=r
r =r e
Fig. 2. Flow to a well in a phreatic aquifer.

(22)
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The breakthrough curve for flow to a fully penetrating well in a phreatic
aquifer (Fig. 2) can be treated in the same way. With respect to the concentrations the same initial and boundary conditions as in the first case are
used.
The amount of water flowing to the well from a distance greater than r
(Q(r)) equals:
Q(r) = 7rP(rl-r2)

(23)

where r e isthe radius of influence of the well. The concentration of a solute
in the well can be obtained by the same reasoning as in the case of flow to
canals:
c = Pr2/(Prl) =r2/r2e

(24)

The pore flow velocity u(r) at a distance r from the well is determined by
dividing Q(r)by the effective cross-sectional area at that distance:
(rl
u(r)= i-£

-r2)P
—
2reH

(25)
K

From this pore flow velocity the residence time Trat a point r =rfrom the
well is:

T,-!2. •**(!-(£)')

(26,

Combined with equation (24) this results in the following relation between
the concentration in the well and time:
c =1- exp (-PT/(eH))

(27)

This is the same result as given in (22), hence there is a similarity between
the breakthrough curves for the flow to canals and the flow to a well.
Equations (22) and (27) describing the breakthrough curves are exactly
the same as those for the concentration/time dependence of the effluent in a
reservoir, having a volume of eH and an inflow/outflow rate P, in which
complete mixing takes place. This means, that the breakthrough curves may
be calculated with equations (11) to (14) and this enables one to give a complete description of the breakthrough of a solute through the unsaturated
and saturated zones. The unsaturated zone is schematized asa series of layers
with the same properties and residence times, the outflow of which isused as
the time-dependent input for the aquifer.
Phenomenon of bypass
In the unsaturated zone, part of the waterflow may take place through
macropores and cracks. Especially in clay soils, which are subject to swelling
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and shrinking, this preferential downward flow may play an important role
(Bouma et al., 1 9 8 1 ; Dekker and Bouma, 1984). As a consequence, part of
the precipitation (and the dissolved solutes) can reach the groundwater much
faster than water flowing through the soil matrix itself, and this may cause
an accelerated breakthrough of the solute from the unsaturated soil.
In the above cases, bypass can be schematized as follows: a fraction of the
precipitation (ƒ) flows directly to the groundwater through the cracks and/or
macropores, while the remainder (1 - ƒ) flows through the soil matrix. The
input concentration to the saturated zone is then composed of two parts:
Qnput = fCjnp + (1 - f)Coutf

(28)

where Cjnp is the concentration in precipitation/irrigation water, and C ou tf
the concentration in the water flowing out of the unsaturated zone. In this
way it is possible to achieve a coupling between the unsaturated and saturated zones.
Coupling of the two systems
The relation between the concentration in a canal or well (C) and the time
(t) can be described by equations (11) t o (14):
— =^aq (Cn(t) (l-f)+f)-

(Aaq +B a q ) C(t)

(29)

where A a q and Baq are analogous to ^4 and B in equations (13) and (14), but
now applied to the aquifer, and Cn(t) is the concentration in the water
flowing out of the soil matrix at the bottom of the unsaturated zone (equation 15). When the concentration of a solute in the water flowing into the
coupled system is equal to unity, the solution of the mass balance equation (29) reads:

w)

-( ( 1 - n j(i^k;)(jTB) ( M P ( t A -* + i ^ ) 0 - 1 )
+^aq S j

An k

~ {-{jV^)
j=n-k
X

)

((^P((Aaq+Baq-A-B)t)

fn-fc-J(_i);

~ > \ (n-k-

1

j)\

(Aaq +Baq-A-

J

-A

,x
+1

B)J

f) (( v ^ aAql\+ B /VeXP«Aaq +B *q^"1>
aq

J)

p1)!!

^ a q + Baq - A - B I
+

(30)

)exp(-(A
aq +5 aq )0
) I

) \ \
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Due to the linearity of the system involved, the concentration of the output
will always be proportional to the input concentration and hence the solution is generally applicable.
Breakthrough curves for a time-dependent

input

Equation (30) represents the response of the system to an input represented by a unit stepfunction. For this special case we use the notation
S(t) (step-response) for (30). The reaction of a linear system on a timedependent input can be obtained by calculating the discrete form of the
convolution integral of the input concentrations with the T-time salinographs
(compare the unit hydrograph method as described by Krayenhoff van de
Leur, 1973), which are determined by:
p(T,t) = S(t) - S{t - T) for t> T

(31)

These T-time salinographs represent the influence of the input concentration
(which is equal to 1) on the output concentration between the times t and
t- T.
Assuming the time-axis to be divided into time intervals of the same length
T, the concentration in the canal or well after a time t (composed of 'f time
intervals of length T) equals:
C(0= £

/i(r,jT)Ci„p(i-a-l))

(32)

The coupling of water quality and water quantity is a problem due to the
different time scale at which both processes take place. The time scale for
water quantity is often an order of magnitude smaller than that of the water
quality (Raats, 1983). The latter is for an inert solute in the saturated zone:
eH/P

(33)

This leads to the conclusion that the assumption of stationary water flow is
justified when the period of variation in water flow is small compared with
the water quality time scale. In order words: when considering long term
effects of different values for the input concentration on water quality for a
system with a time scale of e.g. 30 years, it isjustified to use the average net
yearly precipitation and stationary flow instead of a non-stationary water
flow caused by time-dependent precipitation.
EXAMPLE

As an example we carried out a calculation with the following input data:
net precipitation 300 mm/year; decomposition factor and the distribution
ratio equal to zero; thickness unsaturated zone: 2 m, represented by five
layers of 0.4 m each, with a volumetric moisture content of 0.15; thickness
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saturated zone (aquifer): 2 m, porosity: 0.30; bypass flow factors: 1.0, 0.5
and 0.0. In Fig. 3 the specified pulse-type input and the reaction of the
system for three values of the bypass coefficient are given. Striking is the
appearance of a two-peak breakthrough curve for a bypass factor equal to
0.5. The first peak represents the reaction of the system to the input concentration which arrives at the top of the saturated zone by the process of
bypass. The second one is due to the breakthrough of the solute flowing
through the soil matrix itself. However, this breakthrough takes place later
than the moment at which the input concentration changes from one to
zero. The very slight decrease in concentration between the peaks is the
result of the combined process.

Fig. 3. Breakthrough curves as a function of the specified input data and bypass
coefficients.

The calculation of these breakthrough curves was performed on a
HP41CV programmable pocket calculator. The program is presented in the
Appendix.
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APPENDIX
Program for HP41CV (XEQ size 100; maximum number of time steps: 19)

tfl*LBL-HATQUftL"NLAY ?" PROHPT 1STD41 "TEND ?" PROHP"
STO 42 -DELTIHE?•
PROHPT STO43
•PRECIP.?" PROHPT
STO 44 "HOIST,CONT.?•
PROHPT STO45
•BISRflT.SOIL?" PROHPT
STO 46 -DISRflT.fleU!?•
PROHPT STO47
•EFF.POR.?- PROHPT
STO 48 -JECFflCSOIL?"
PROHPT STO49
-DEC.FAC.ftBUI ?" PROHPT
STO 5« -TH.LAYERS?"
PROHPT STO51
•TH.PQUIFER ?• PROHPT
STO 52 "FR.BYPASS?"
PROHPT STO 53 RCL42
RCL 43 / STO 61 8
STO 62
49*LBL 88
1 ST+ 62 "CIN•
RCL 62 INTFIX 6
flRCLX -H?" PROHPT
STO INJ 62 RCL 61
RCL 62 X<Y? GTO 88
RCL 46 ! + RCL 51 *
RCL 45 * 1/X RCL 44
* RCL 53 CHS1 +*
STO 54 RCL 46 1+
1/X RCL 49 « STO 55
RCL 47 1 + RCL 52 »
RCL 48 * 1/X RCL 44
* STO 56 RCL 47 1+
1/X RCL 58 * STO 57
RCL 54 RCL 55 +1/X
RCL 54 * STO 44
RCL 56 RCL 57 +1/X
RCL 56 * STO 45
RCL 56 RCL 57 +
RCL 54 - RCL 55 STO 46 RCL 46 1/X CHS
STO 47 RCL 41 1+
RCL 44 X O Y YtX
RCL 45 * RCL 53CHS
1 + « ENTERt RCL53
RCL 45 * + STO 48 8
STO 63

152»LBL81
1 ST+63 RCL 63
RCL 43 * STO 64 6
STO 65 8 STO 66
163*LBL82
8 STO 67 8 STO 68
RCL 41 RCL 6b STO 69
1?2»LBL83
RCL 69 ENTERt RCL68
- STO 78 RCL 46
ENTERt RCL 68 1+
YtX RCL 78 FACT *
1/X ENTERt RCL 64
ENTERt RCL 78 YtX*
-1 RCL 68 YtX «
ST+ 67 1 ST+ 68
RCL 69 RCL 68 X<=Y?
GTO 83 RCL 54 RCL 69
YtX STO 71 RCL 44
RCL 66 1 + YtX CHS
ST* 71 RCL 47 RCL 4!
RCL 66 - 1 + YtX
ENTERt RCL 46 RCL64
* EtXRCL 67 *+
ST* 71 RCL 71 ST+ 65
1 ST+ 66 RCL i i
RCL 66 X<=Y? GTO82
RCL 56 ST*65 RCL 53
CHS 1+ ST*65 28
RCL 63 + STO 72
RCL 56 RCL 57 +
RCL 64 * EtXIRCL 48 * RCL 65 +
ENTERt RCL 56 RCL57
+ CHSRCL 64 * EtX
* STO INI72 RCL 61
ENTERt RCL 63 X<Y?
GTO 81 1 STO 73
RCL 21 STO 8!81
STO 38

284»LBL84
1 ST+ 73 1 ST+ 88
RCL 73 28 + STO 74
RCL 73 19+ STO 75
RCL INI74 RCL INJ 75
- STO INI88 RCL 61
RCL 73 X<Y? GTO 84 8
STO 76 TONE9
388*LBL 85
1 ST+ 76 8 STO 77 8
STO 78
315«LBL86
1 ST+ 78 RCL 76
RCL 78 - 1 + 88 t
RCL INIX RCL INH 78 *
ST+ 77 RCL 78 RCL 76
X>Y? GTO 86 RCL77
FIX3 -C=• ARCLX
BVIEH STOP RCL76
RCL 61 X>Y? GTO85
STOPENI
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ABSTRACT
Van Ommen, H.C., 1985. Calculating the quality of drainage water from nonhomogeneous soil profiles with an extension to an unsaturated-saturated groundwater
quality model including bypass flow. Agric. Water Manage., 10: 293—304.
Based on the mass balance equation, a pseudo-analytical solution for the chemical concentration in drainage water from a soil profile is given. The effects of linear adsorption,
decomposition and plant water uptake as well as the water content and layer thickness
may be specified separately for each layer. The phenomenon of bypass flow can also be
taken into account. From the obtained relationship between the concentration of solute
in the drainage water leaving the soil profile and the time, a coupling between the unsaturated and the saturated zone can be achieved as was described earlier. This leads to
breakthrough curves of the solute leaving the combined system of unsaturated and saturated zones. Time-dependent input concentrations can easily be incorporated through
the systems approach. The computer programs (written for an HP41CV pocket calculator), describing the quality of drainage water from non-homogeneous profiles and the
breakthrough of a solute leaving the combined system, are given as an appendix.

INTRODUCTION

One-dimensional solute transport plays an important role in problems
concerning leaching of salts from the soil profile and contamination of
groundwater by pollution at the surface. The concentration of a solute in
water leaving the unsaturated zone may impose a heavy burden on the quality of groundwater.
Several kinds of solutions of the solute transport equation are possible;a
distinction can be made between analytical solutions and numerical solutions. Van Genuchten and Alves (1982) give a variety of solutions for the
steady-state transport equation subject to various initial and boundary conditions. These solutions are only valid for homogeneous soil profiles, i.e. soil
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profiles of which transport properties such' as pore flow velocity, solute
distribution ratio and decomposition constant are assumed to be constant
with depth. Numerical solutions generally use the finite difference or finite
element approach and are flexible with respect to flow conditions (steady
and non-steady and transport parameters (Gureghian et al., 1979; Van
Genuchten, 1978).
Both types of solutions have their advantages and disadvantages.
Sometimes non-steady flow conditions and heterogeneous distribution of
transport parameters forces one to apply a numerical solution to the problem at hand (Leistra et al., 1980). On the other hand, numerical methods
require a large amount of input data especially when non-steady flow is
taken into account. Apart from this, discretization of time and space imposes severe limitations on time- and space steps and may cause problems in
connection with stability and convergency of the solution (Duynisveld,
1983).
In the following, a model to describe the evolution of the concentration
of a solute leaving the unsaturated zone, consisting of layers with different
transport properties and flow conditions, is developed. The water flow is
assumed steady. Starting from the solution of the solute transport equation
in heterogeneous profiles, a coupled unsaturated-saturated groundwater
quality model is derived (see Van Ommen, 1985). Finally, an illustration of
the theory isgiven.
THEORY

Transport of solutes in the unsaturated zone
For the derivation of the desired relatiopship, the following assumptions
are made: stationary water flow, i.e. water fluxes and water contents are
independent of time; the soil is divided into a number of layers in which
complete mixing takes place; no precipitation and/or dissolution of salts
takes place; and solute uptake by plants is neglected. We assume a layer of
thickness L (L), of unit cross-section, with water inflow qm (L T — ' ) and
outflow Qout- Because the water content (0) of the layer is assumed to be
constant, we have:
Qout=9ind-S)
where the sink term S represents water uptake by plant roots (or evaporation) expressed as a fraction of the inflow in the layer under consideration
(0 < S < 1). Decomposition of the solute is assumed to be described by a
first-order equation; the decomposition being proportional to the amount of
solute present in the layer. This process is characterized by the rate constant
a ( T _ 1 ) . Adsorption of solute at the solid phase is quantified by the distribution ratio R being the ratio of the amount of solute adsorbed to the
amount of solute present in the liquid phase.

(1)
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Inflow of solute in an arbitrary layer is equal to the product of the incoming water flow (gin) and the concentration of the solute leaving the
overlying layer (C,_i). For the first layer, the concentration in rain- or
irrigation water should be used. The mass balance equation for any arbitrary
layer ithen reads:
dC,(1 +Ri)8iLi — =q-mjCi-ilt) - qoutJ C,-(f) - a.-fl/L,-Ct(t)
at

(2)

where t isthe time (T);and C,the concentration in layer i (M L~ 3 ); or:
dCi
at -PiUi-i(t)-,.. -q , i 'Un

(3)

in which
Pi

9in,i
flfLid + Rt)

(4)

and
Qi =

9out,i
6iLi(l + Rt)

a

t

+

(5)

l + Ri

Integration of equation (3) yields for the concentration of a solute in any
arbitrary layer i:
t
Ci(t) =(pi f C,-_i(Oexp (q,-r)df + constant) exp (-g,-f)

(6)

o

If the initial concentration of layer j is equal to zero, the constant = 0.
Assuming a unit input concentration to an initially clean layer, the concentration in layer 1is:
C , ( 0 =— (1 - exp ( - 9 l 0 )

(7)

Bypass through cracks, fissures or root channels can be accounted for by
considering a fraction f of the infiltrating water N flowing directly to the
bottom of the soil profile through the macropores, while the remainder
1 - f flows through the soil matrix (Fig. 1). In this case the concentration of
a solute in the drainage water (Cd w ) iscomposed of two contributions:
Cdw -

/WCinf + <?out,nC outf
H7T

fN + <2out,n

where Cinf is the concentration of solute in the infiltrating water, Coutf the
concentration of the solute flowing out of the soil matrix at the bottom of

.0 8,
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Fig. 1. Schematization of the soil profile.

the profile, andQ0ut,n water flux leaving layer natthebottom ofthe profile.
Successive integration of equation (6) yields for the concentration of a
solute (Cn(t) in layer n at the bottom of the soil profile, when the input
concentration is1(Cjnf =1)andtheinitial concentration iszero:
Cn(t) = Kn(0) + £

(Kn(i) exp (-qtt))

(9)

i=l

For thecoefficients thefollowing relationships are valid:
K]iO)=Khl(0)p]/qj

(9a)

Kj(l) =

(9b)

Kj(i) =

Kj.1(l)pj/(qj-ql)
Khl(i)pjl{qj-qi)

Kj(j) =- ' E

i=0

W»

Starting with K0 (0) = 1,the coefficients Kn(0) and Kn(l) through Kn (n)in

(9c)
(9d)
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equation (9) are easily obtained by applying the recursive relationships
(9a—9d) until j equals n. An example of this calculation is given in Appendix I for n = 3. In general, qj =£g,- for i,j =1, ...,n (j i= i) in order to
avoid numerical instabilities (see equation 9c).
In cases of a uniform soil profile where no decomposition takes place,
hence p =q for all layers involved, the concentration in layer n is given by
Van Hoorn (1981):
,î=n-l

C„(0 =l - e x p ( - q O

£
V ;=0

iti .

(10)

—T
l

-

I

It should be remarked that the concentration of a solute in water flowing
out of the soil profile is equal to the concentration of the bottom layer n
itself, due to the assumption of complete mixing. This means,that Coutf> as
defined in equation (8), isidentical to Cn(t) in equations (9) and (10).
The combination of equations (8) and (9) or equations (8) and (10) gives
the concentration in the drainage water.
In the case of a uniform soil profile, it was possible to attach a physical
value of the dispersion length to the layer thickness L, on the basis of comparing the analytical solution of the transport equation with the schematization of solute transport in a series of reservoirs in which complete mixing
takes place (Goudriaan, 1973;Van Hoorn, 1981).
In the case of a non-homogeneous soil profile divided into discrete layers
with different properties, it isnot possible to attach avalue of the dispersion
length to the layer thickness explicitly. As a first approximation the same
rule as in the case of homogeneous soil profiles may be applied: the layer
thickness equals twice the dispersion length.
Transport of solutes in the saturated zone
The transport of solutes in the saturated zone istreated using the analogy
between the breakthrough curve for the case of solute flows to canals and
wellsand the concentration/time dependence of the outflow from a reservoir
in which complete mixing takes place (Van Ommen, 1985). When assuming a
unit input concentration (Cjnf = 1) to the unsaturated zone with initial zero
concentration, the concentration of the drainage water leaving the unsaturated zone is:
C

fN+qout,nCn(t)
dw -

(11)

—

fN + 9out,n
Using the above analogy, the mass balance equation becomes:
eH(l+R)

— =(fN+qou%n)Cdv/(t)-(fN

+ qoutjn)C(t)-aeHC(t)

(12)
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where e is the effective porosity of the aquifer; H the thickness of the
aquifer (L); R distribution ratio of the solute in the aquifer; C(t) concentration of the solutein the reservoir (M L" 3 j =concentration of solute in well
or canal ( M L - 3 ) ; a rate constant of the first-order decomposition of the
solute in the aquifer ( T _ 1 ). Substituting equation (11) into (12) leads to:
eH(l +R) — = fN + qout,n Cn(t) - (fN +9 o u t ,n) C(t) - aeHC(t)
dt
Integration of equation (13), using equation (9), yields:

(A
C(t)=(— +

(13)

BKn(0)\
j^ji1
- exp(-Dt))

„m
Knii)
(D- qt)

- <14>
(exp(-q,-f) - exp (-Dt))

with constants:

fN
A=

(14a)

eH(l+R)
B-

9oUt n

'
eH(l+R)
+ qout,n
D=fN
eH(l+R)

(14b)
^
1+R

+

K

The computation of breakthrough curves in the case of time-dependent
input concentration can be realised by the determination of the T-time
salinographs from the response of the system to an input represented by a
unit step function. The output of the system is then given by the convolution integral of the T-time salinographs with the input of the system. For
details, see Van Ommen (1985).
EXAMPLES

Two examples of breakthrough curves (BTC's) are given here. The first
BTC describes the concentration of drainage water leaving the unsaturated
zone, the second one describes the concentration of a solute in water leaving
the combined system of the unsaturated and saturated zone. In both cases
the unsaturated zone has been schematized in the same way. The unsaturated soil profile is assumed to consist of five layers with different properties, as given in Table 1. The time-dependent input concentration and
the response of the system are given in Fig. 2; the computation was performed on an HP41CV calculator. For the reaction immediately after a
change of input concentration, an extra calculation was made to obtain a
more detailed response curve. The presence of a bypass leads to an im-

'

TABLE 1
Physical data used in the examples
Properties of the unsaturated soil profile
Parameter Layer
1
0.3
0.15
1.00
0.50
0.50

R
a
S

0.2
0.20
0.50
0.30
0.40

0.2
0.20
0.10
0.00
0.00

0.2
0.25
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.1
0.30
0.00
0.00
0.00

(m)
(-)
(-)
(year - 1 )
(-)

Properties of the aquifer
Parameter
H
e
R
a

2m
0.3
0.0
0.0 y e a r - 1

Annual precipitation (N): 0.800 m.
Fraction of bypass (ƒ):
0.2.

output concentration at the bottom .
of the unsaturated zone

9
TIME (YEARS)

Fig. 2. Concentration in drainage water leaving the unsaturated zone, as a function of the
specified input data.
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concentration of outcropping groundwater,,

input concentration at layer1

Fig. 3. Concentration in water leaving the integrated system of unsaturated-saturated
zone, as a function of the specified input data.

mediate response upon changes of the input concentration, followed by a
slower reaction due to the processes in the soil matrix. Extraction of water
by plant roots leads to a higher concentration of the solute in the drainage
water.
The breakthrough curve for the combined system has been computed
using the same schematization of the unsaturated zone and the same input
concentrations. The physical data of the saturated zone are listed in Table 1.
The results of the calculation are given in Fig. 3. When comparing Fig. 2 with
Fig. 3, it appears that the reaction of the combined system upon changes of
the input concentration is less pronounced than the reaction of the unsaturated system alone. This is caused by the larger time-constant of the
saturated system (Raats, 1983). Besides, the presence of a bypass flow in the
unsaturated zone causes no abrupt change of the output concentration from
the saturated zone.
The programs for the computation of the BTC's in the case of the unsaturated and combined system are given in Appendix II.

APPENDIX I

Calculation of the coefficients according to equations

(9a—9d).

The soil profile is assumed to consist of three layers each with their own
properties, resulting in values of pu p2, p3 and qu q2 and q3. Hence n = 3.

The derivation ofthecoefficients inequation (9)isasfollows:
J =l
~i = 0:K1{0) = K0(0)—

Pi

Pi
=—

9i

9i

P2

P1P2

92

9l92

Pi

- i = l:Ki(D

=
9i

j= 2

i = 0: K2(0) = Kl(0)

P2

•i = l : X 2 ( l ) = X , ( l )

P1P2

92 ~ 9 i

'•^}

9 i ( 9 2 -<?i)
P1P2
9i(92

i = 0

_

P1P2

9i)

9i92

; =3
- i = 0:A-3(0)

P1P2P3
9i9293
P1P2

- i =l:JC3(l) = -

Pa

P1P2P3

9 i ( 9 2 - 9 i ) («3 - Q i )
PlP

- i =2:KA2)=(

>

- j =3:K 3 (3) =- £

P

-ElfL)t

\<7i(<7
9 i ( 9 22 - <9/ii))

(<?3 - 9 i ) ( 9 2 - 9 i ) 9 i

>

)

9 ii ? 2 / \ ( < ? 3 -Q2)

I

'~2

P1P2P3

P1P2P3

i=&

9i929s

(93 - Q i ) ( 9 2 - 9 l ) 9 l

^ 3 ( 0 =-

+

/ P1P2 _
\ 9l92

P1P2

\ /

P3

\

<?l(<?2 ~ 9 l ) / 1(93 - 9 2 ) 7
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APPENDIX II
Programs for HP41CV (XEQ size 100, maximum number of time steps: 19; maximum
number of layers: 10)
81»LBL -HfiTQ28 STO 3? i STO21
"H,LAYERS?" PROMPT
STO 88 1 - STO34
"FR.BYPRSS?" PROHPT
STO 8! "EN8TÎHE?"
PROHPT STO 62
-DELTIME?" PROHPT
STO83 "INF.RATE?"
PROHPT STO84 RCL84
RCL 8! * STO41
RCL 8! CHS 1+
ST*84
33»L8L8!
i ST+ 32 RCL32
ENTERt RCL88 X<V?
GTO82 "DATA LAYER"
RCL 32 IHT FIX 8
ARCLX AYIEW
•TH.LAYER ?" PROMPT
STO85 -M0ÎST.CONT.?"
PROHPT STO86
"BEC.FAC. ?" PROHPT
STO87 "BISTR.RAT.?"
PROHPT STO88
•FR.EVAPTR. ?" PROHPT
STO 89 XEQ "P" XEQ "Q"
XE6 -COEF- GTO8!
66»LBL82
8 STO35
69+LBL83
1 ST+ 35 RCL35
RCL83 * ENTERt
RCL82 X<Y? GTO12
X O Y STO36 XEQ"CONC"
RCL84 ST*48 RCL4!
STt 48 RCL 41 RCL84
+ ST/48 RCL 35 68 *
EN"Pt RCL48
STC INBY GTO83
97»LBL12
RCL 82 RCL 83 /
STO 88 8 STO86
184*LBL li
1 STt 86 "CIN"
RCL86 INT FIX 8
ARCLX ^ ?" PROHPT
ENTERt 48 RCL86+
X O Y STO INDY RCL 88
RCL 86 X<Y? GTO11
RCL 61 STO 81 61
STO 8! 81 STO82

138»LBL84
1 STt 8! 1 STt 82
RCL INI!81 ENTERt
RCL 81 1 - RCL INBX
X O Y RBN - STO INB82
RCL81 68 - ENTERt
RCL 88 X>Y? GTO848
STO83 TONE9 8
STO83
157*LBL 89
1 STt 83 8 STO 84 8
STO85
164»LBL 18
1 STt 85 RCL83
RCL 85 - 1 + 88 +
RCLINBX ENTERt
RCL 85 48 + RCL INDX
X O Y RBN * ST+84
RCL85 RCL83 X>Y?
GTO18 RCL 84 FIX3
"C=" ARCLX AVIEM
STOP RCL83 RCL88
X>Y? GTO89 STOP
199»LBL "P"
RCL88 1 + RCL 86 *
RCL85 * 1/X RCL84
* STO18RTN
212»L6L "Q"
RCL 32 18 + STO33
RCL 88 1 + RCL 86 *
RCL 85 * 1/X RCL89
CHS 1 + RCL 84 *
STO 84 * RCL88 1+
1/X RCL 87 * t
STO INB33RTN

242*LBL -COEF"
RCL 21 RCL 18 *
RCL IND 33 /STO
STO37
251»LBL85
1 ST+ 37 RCL37
ENTERt RCL32 1 X<Y? GTO86 RCL37 2!
+ STO 85 RCL 37 18+
STO86 RCL INB85
RCL 18 * RCL INB33
ENTERt RCLINB86 - '
STO INB85 GTO85
279»LBL86
8 STO 38 8 STO39
284»LBL87
RCL38 21 t RCL INBX
ST+ 39 1 STt38
RCL38 ENTERt RCL32
1 - X O Y X<=Y?
GTO 87 -1 ST*39
RCL32 ENTERt 21 +
ENTERt RCL39
STO INBYRTN
318»LBL "CONC"
RCL 2! STO 48 8
STO87
315»LBL88
1 ST+ 87 18 ENTERt
RCL 87 + RCL INBX
CHS RCL 36 *EtX
ENTERt 21 RCL87+
RCL INBX X O Y RBN*
ST+48 RCL87 ENTERt
RCL88 X>Y? GTO 88
RTN ENB

:l 8
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81*LBL -MÜT03'
8 STO 32 1 STO21
"N.LBYERS?• PROHPT
STO 98 I - STO 34
•FR.BYPASS?• PROHPT
STO ei -ENBTIHL ?-

PROHPT STO 82
•IELTIHE?" PROHPT
STO 83 -INF.RfiTE?"
PROHPT STO 84 RCL 84
RCL 81 * STO41
RCL 81 CHS 1 +
ST*84
33»LBL 81
1 ST+ 32 RCL 32
ENTEPt RCL 88 X<Y?
GTO82 "BATA LAYER •
RCL 32 INT FIX 8
ARCL X AVIEU
-TH.LflïER?" PROH"
STO 85 -HOIST.CONT,"•"
PROHPT STO 86
-DEC.FflC.?" PROHPT
STO87 -BISTR.RAT. ?"
PROHPT STO 88
"FR.EVAPTR. ?" PROHPT
STO89 XEQ a XE9b
XEQ c GTO81.
66*LBL 82
"DATA AQUIFER- ftVIEH
PSE "THICKNESS?"
PROHPT STO 42
-EFF. POR.9' PROHPT
STO 43 -DEC.FflC.AQ. V
PROHPT S^Ü44
•BISTR.RAT.AB.^ PROHFT
STO45 RCL 43 RCL 42
* RCL 45 1 + *
STO 46 RCL 41 RCL 46
/ STO47 RCL84
RCL 46 / STO 48
RCL 47 RCL 48 +
ENTERt RCL 44 RCL 45
1 + / + STO 49
RCL 47 RCL 49 /
STO58 RCL 48 RCL 49
/ STO 51 8 STO 35
119»LBL 83
1 ST+ 35 RCL 35
RCL83 * ENTERt
RCL82 X<Y? GTO 12
X O Y STO 36 XECd
RCL 35 68 t ENTERt
RCL 48 STO INBY
GTO 83
139»LBL 12
RCL82 RCL 83 /
STO 88 8 STO86

146*LBL 11
1 ST+86 "CINRCL86 INT FIX 8
ARCL X "F?- PROHPT
ENTERt 48 RCL 86 +
X O Y STO INIY RCL 88
RCL 86 X<Y? GTO 11
RCL 61 STO 81 61
STO81 81 STO 82
172»LBL 84
1 ST+ 81 1 ST+ 82
RCL INI81 ENTERt
RCL81 1 - RCL INIX
X O Y RBN - STO INI82
RCL 81 68 - ENTERt
RCL88 X>Y? GTO84 8
STO83 TONE 9 8
STO 83
199»LBL89
1 ST+ 83 8 STO 84 8
STO 85
286*LBL 18
1 ST+85 RCL 83
RCL 85 - 1 + 88 +
RCL INIX ENTERt
RCL 85 48 + RCL INBX
X O Y RDN » ST+ 84
RCL85 RCL83 X>Y?
GTO 18 RCL 84 FIX ?
•C=- ARCL X AVIEH
STOP RCL 83 RCL 88
X>Y? GTO89 STOP
24HLBL a
RCL 88 1 + RCL 86 *
RCL85 » 1/X RCL 84
* STO 18 RTN
254»LBLb
RCL 32 10 + STO 33
RCL 88 1 + RCL 86 *
RCL85 * 1/X RCL 99
CHS 1 + RCL 84 *
STO84 * RCL 88 1 +
ï/x RCL er * +
STO INI33 RTN
284»LBLc
RCL 21 RCL 18 *
RCL INB 33 / STO21 6
STO 37

293+LBL 85
1 ST+ 37 RCL 37
ENTERt RCL 32 1 X<V? GTO86 RCL 37 21
+ STO85 RCL 37 18 +
STO 86 RCL INI85
RCL 18 * RCL IND33
ENTERt RCL INI86 - /
STO INB85 GTO85
321+LBL 86
8 STO38 8 STO 39
326»LBL 87
RCL38 21 + RCL INBX
ST+39 1 ST+ 38
RCL 38 ENTERt RCL 32
1 - X O Y X<=Y?
GTO 87 -1 ST*39
RCL 32 ENTERt 21 +
ENTERt RCL 39
STO INIY RTN
352«LBLd
RCL 21 RCL 51 *
RCL58 + STO 48
RCL 36 CHS RCL 49 *
EtX CHS 1 + ST*48
8 STO 87
378«LBL 88
1 ST+ 87 18 ENTERt
RCL 87 + RCL INBX
CHS RCL 36 * EtX
STO 52 RCL 36 ENTERt
RCL 49 CHS * EtX
ST-52 21 RCL87 +
RCL INIX ST*52
RCL 48 ST*52 18
ENTERt RCL 87 •
RCL INIX CHS RCL 49
+ 1/X ST*52 RCL 52
ST+ 4? RCL 87 ENTERt
RCL 88 X>Y? GTO 88
RTN ENI
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EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF SOLUTE TRANSPORT FROM A DIFFUSE
SOURCE OF POLLUTION

H.C. vanOmmen 1 ,M.Th.vanGemachten2,W.H.van derMolen 1 ,R. Dijksma1 and
J. Hulshof1

ABSTRACT

Transport processes governing soil and groundwater contamination by a
diffuse (non-point) source were studied by means of a field tracer
experiment intheHupselse Beek catchment area inThe Netherlands.A bromide
tracer was applied to the intake area (11 m x 260m)ofa drain,and
subsequently monitored intheunsaturated zone, as well as in the drain
effluent. Data from the unsaturated zone were analyzed usingboth the
classical convection-dispersion solute transport equation (CDE) and a
regional stochastic model (RSM)which assumes lognormal distributions ofthe
porewater velocity and the dispersion coefficient across the field. Both
models described the data equally well,with the CDEmodel giving a somewhat
better massbalance of the recovered bromide. Calculated solute fluxes
leaving theunsaturated were used as input into amixing cell typemodel for
transport in the saturated zone. Drain effluent concentrations predicted
with the coupled unsaturated-saturated transportmodelwere compared with
the

observed

breakthrough

curve; results indicate the presence of

preferential flow in theunsaturated zone.
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INTRODUCTION

Public awareness and concerns about the leaching ofnutrients and pesticides
from agricultural landshasnever beenhigher than it is today.This is not
surprising asmore andmore evidence showed that diffuse (non-point) sources
ofpollutionplay amajor role inthe degradation of the quality ofour soil
and.groundwater systems (Bruyn, 1984;van derVeen, 1986;Funk, 1987).

Groundwater pollution stemming from diffuse agricultural sources typically
involves first transport through theunsaturated zone, followedby transport
in theunderlying saturated groundwater system. The time scale for transport
inthe saturated zone isusually much larger than that for transport in the
unsaturated zone, thus further contributing to the time-consuming and costly
nature of field tracer experiments involving coupled unsaturated-saturated
systems. Because of these considerations, field experimental studies of the
migration of solutes from diffuse sources arebest carried out in shallow
aquifers with relatively short residence times.An aquifer of this type is
located in theHupselse Beek catchment area of theNetherlands. Soils inthe
region consist of an approximately 2 m thick surface layer of thin
fluviatile and aeolian deposits,underlainby a thickMiocene clay layer of
low permeability.

In thispaperwe present the results ofa field transport experiment inthe
aboveHupselse Beek groundwater basin using bromide as a tracer. The
experiments were carried out in a 1 ha fieldwith recently installed
subsurface drains.A diffuse source ofpollutionwas simulated by uniformly
applying a small pulse ofKBr solution toa strip of land, 260m long and
having awidth twice the drain spacing (11 m ) . Main objective of the
experiment was to study and evaluate field-scale solute transport processes
operative in theunsaturated zone, and in a coupled unsaturated-saturated
soil/groundwater system. Transport in theunsaturated zonewillbe analyzed
by means of the classical convection-dispersion solute transport equation,
and aregional stochastic model accounting for field-scaleheterogeneity in
the transport process.Transport in the saturated zone isdescribed using a
recently developed mixing cell typemodel (vanOmmen, 1986).
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THEORETICAL

Transport intheunsaturated zone

Numerous theoretical studies of solute transport inthevadose zonehave
been carried out over the last several decades.Initially, solute transport
was

often

simulated

by

applying

the

classical

Fickian-type

convection-dispersion equation to field conditions. The CDE equation for
nonreactive transport isgivenby

3£ _ D S^c _ Be
3t
3x 2
3x

lJ

where t is time (T),x is soil depth (L),c is the solution concentration
(ML"3), D is the dispersion coefficient (L^T"-*-),andV is the average pore
watervelocity (LT"-'-).
The CDE has been shown to describe solute transport under laboratory
conditions quite satisfactorily (Danckwerts, 1953;Nielsen and Biggar,1962;
Lindstrom et al., 1967). Itsextension to field conditions affects primarily
thevalue of the dispersion coefficient,which presumably relates to the
scale of the heterogeneities present inthe flow field (Anderson,1979;
Dagan, 1986). This flow field isoften considered tobe at steady-state with
respect to water flow, andhomogeneous with respect towater content. This
was shown tobe justified by experimental and theoretical studiesby Cassel
et al. (1975)andWierenga (1977). The assumption of steady statewater flow
associatedwith an averagewater content for the soil gave similar solute
distributions as those obtained by modeling solute transport

during

transient water flow.
The dispersion coefficient D inEq. (1)isoften expressed mathematically by

D =D 0+aV

(L2^1)

[2]

where D Q is the porous medium ionic or molecular diffusion coefficient
(L 2 T"1), and a is the dispersivity (L). The

applicability of this

expression to transport in unsaturated soils has oftenbeen questioned
(e.g.,Beese andWierenga, 1983). Still there is reasonably strong evidence
that Eq. [2] holds ifthe scalar dispersivity isequal to a few centimeters
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(Sposito et al., 1986). Inmost cases the effect ofDg on the value of the
dispersion coefficient is negligible as compared to the effect of the
dispersivity term inEq. [2] (e.g.,Biggar and Nielsen, 1976; Schulin et
al., 1987a). In practice, D is often used as anempirical parameter
representing the effects of all solute spreading mechanisms, such as
transient water flow, or various physical and chemical nonequilibrium
conditions (Nielsen et al., 1986). Inour case we will assume that the
dispersion coefficient is linearly related to the localporewater velocity,
i.e.,

D = aV

[3]

There isnow increasing evidence that solute transport in field soils cannot
be adequately describedby the CDE (Biggar andNielsen, 1976;vande Pol et
al., 1977;BowmanandRice,1986;Richter and Jury, 1986). This appears
specially true during surface ponding,when localvariations in thepore
watervelocity canbecome so large that the dispersionprocess canno longer
be described with aphysically realistic value of the dispersivity. Dagan
andBresler (1979)introduced amethod todeterminevariations in the pore
water velocity in terms of the statistical distribution of the hydraulic
conductivity. From thesevariations inthevelocity, first- and second-order
spatial and temporal moments of the concentration distribution canbe
derived. An application of this theorywas givenby Bresler and Dagan (1979)
for constant input concentration. These authors compared solute profiles
based on spatially variable datawith solute profiles computed with the
classical CDE.Forboth cases they derived expressions for the length of the
transition zone,defined as the difference between the depths at which the
concentration equalled 0.1 and 0.9 of the input. Incase of the CDE,this
zone expands as the square root of time,whereas in theBresler-Dagan model
the length of this zone increases linearlywith time.The profile calculated
with theproposed model could alsobe obtained with the CDE, provided the
dispersivity used forpredicting the concentration at 1m depth ranged from
16.1 cm for low recharge cases to 334.0 cm for high recharge rates. From
this the authors concluded thatpore-scale dispersion isnot significant for
transport inheterogeneous fields.
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Two years laterBresler andDagan (1981) incorporated pore-scale dispersion
into their earlier model. This hadvery little effect on the calculated
solute distributions, as already had been foreseen in the 1979 paper.
Finally, Bresler and Dagan (1983b)developed expressions for the first- and
second-ordermoments of the concentration distribution as a function of
depth and time, using a simplified solution (DaganandBresler,1983;
Bresler and Dagan, 1983a) of the non-steady water flow equation. The
transient water flow description gave approximately the same results as the
steady-state approach.

Jury (1982) introduced the concept of the transfer functionmodel as ameans
of describing solute transport inheterogeneous fields. Inthis approach, a
soil system ischaracterized uniquely by theway inwhich it transforms an
input function into an output function, and assuming

a

log-normal

distribution of travel times andno local dispersion.Jury et al. (1986)
later gave a more general derivation of transfer function models for
transport of solutes insoils.Solutes in themodel maybe conservative,or
may undergo physico-chemical orbiological transformations in a soil with
spatially or temporally variable flowproperties.The authors conclude that
anymechanistic solute transportmodelwhichmaintains massbalance can be
made consistent with the transfer functionconcept.

A slightly different approachwas followed byAmoozegar-Fard et al. (1982)
who

used Monte-Carlo simulation techniques to obtain various solute

concentration distributions as affectedby variabilities in the pore water
velocity and the dispersion coefficient. This approach assumes that the
field canbe represented by a large number of independent noninteracting
soil columns in which vertical transport isdescribedby the CDE.Each
columnhas its own pore water velocity V, which is considered to be
lognormally distributed among the individual columns.

The

lognormal

distribution, p(V), withmean \Land standard deviation a is givenby:

'<"-vafcy«p { ^ g ^ }
The first moment of this distribution is the field average (global)
velocity, <V> givenby
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<V>= exp(/i+ a2/2)

[5]

The probability density function of the dispersion coefficient D is
considered tobe completely defined in terms of p(V) and deterministic a.

The spreading ofa solute pulse ina 'field-averaged' soilprofile can thus
be attributed to two mechanisms: (1) local dispersion in the columns
themselves, and (2) differences in the pore-water velocities among the
columns.
Results of theMonte-Carlo simulationsbyAmoozegar-Fard et al. show that
the variability of V has adominant effect on the field-averaged solute
profile. In the limiting case of zero dispersivity, the approach is
analogous to the transfer functionmodel ofJury (1982).

In our studywewill consider twomethods ofdescribing solute transport in
theunsaturated soilprofile: the classical CDE,and the method introduced
by Amoozegar-Fard et al. (1982)commonly referred toas regional-stochastic
model (RSM) (Parker andvanGenuchten, 1984a; Schulin et al., 1987b). To
partially account for the transient flow regime in the system,wewill use
the amount of drainagewater,rather than time, as independent variable.
This approach is somewhat similar to the linearizationmethod usedby Parker
andvan Genuchten (1984a).

Transport in the saturated zone

Once thebromide tracer leaves theunsaturated zone to reach the ground
water table, transport occurs inthe saturated zone along flow lines inthe
direction of the drains.Transport in thispart of the system is simulated
by considering the saturated zone to be a perfectly mixed reservoir.
Previous examples of such ananalogy are givenby Eldor and Dagan (1972),
Ernst (1973), Gelhar andWilson (1974), Raats (1983)andvanOmmen (1986),
among

others. The approach assumes that 1) groundwater flow is at

steady-state inwhich case the drain discharge from the system becomes equal
to the recharge rate multiplied with the total recharge area,2)the
thickness of the aquifer and itsporosity are constant and 3) groundwater
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flow is horizontal, thusmaking theDupuit-Forchheimer assumptions valid.
The concentration inthedrainagewater foraunit step inputof a diffuse
pollution source is thengivenby
C(t)= 1 -e-Nt/(eH)

[6]

where C is the concentration of the drainage water, t is the time,N isthe
steady groundwater recharge rate (LT"-'-)and t (L^L"^)is theporosity ofthe
aquifer of thickness H (L).As before, the total amount of outflow, Nt,can
beused as asubstitutevariable for time ifthe flow regime is transient.

whereas flow inthe directvicinity of the drain isessentially radial,the
effect of this on the solutebreakthrough curve isonly of importance for
values of H/L > 0.1, where L is the drain distance (Ernst, 1973).
Groenendijk (1986)showed that the concentration of the drainage water can
be corrected for radial flowwithin adistance H from the drainby using a
modified travel time distribution as first derived by Ernst (1973).
Groenendijk's analysis leads to

c(t)= 1 -A

[7]

where:
A- 1 -2J(2Nt)/(7T£L)

for t< (jreH2)/(2NL)

and:
A - (1 - 2H/L) exp (- (Nt)/(eH)+ (TTH)/(2L))
for t > ( T T £ H 2 ) / ( 2 N L )

Although H/L isgenerally smaller than 0.1 inour study,we still included
the above correction for radial flownear the drain into our solution.

Drainwater concentrations as a function of the cumulative amount of
drainage is now calculated by the convolution integral of the impulse
response of the saturated transport system with the solute loading rate
leaving theunsaturated zone.We refer to the study ofvanOmmen (1985)for
amore detailed description of this technique.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Geographical setting

The experimental field was located in theHupsel catchment area inthe
Easternpart of theNetherlands. The fieldmet the requirements with respect
to the thickness of the saturated zone (see Introduction). Drainswere first
installed inthe area in1982.Soil type isa loamy sand Haplaquod (Wosten
et al., 1985) with a top soilhaving a finer texture than the deeper soil
layers (Dekker, 1986). Beneath these layers atadepth ranging from 1.5 to
2.5 m, a 20 to 30m thick impervious clay layer ofMiocene agewas found.
This clay layer forms anaturalboundary for theunconfined groundwater flow
system (Studygroup Hupselse Beek, 1974). Onehalf of the drained fieldwas
under permanent grass and the remainder under corn during the growing
season.

Tracking the drains

Thebromide tracer was applied to the catchment area of one drain after this
areahadbeen determined inthe field. Drains in the fieldwere located by
using the 'TRACKA' system (manufacturer HORMANN)which consisted of aradio
wave emitter attached to a special jethead normally used for cleaning
drainage tubes. At places where the emitted signalsweremost clearly
received, amarkerwas put in the soil. Having tracked awhole drainage tube
in this way, a cord was stretched along themarkers.Three drains were
jetted and tracked in thisway: the drain tobe sampled and the two adjacent
ones. The average drain distance between the center drain and its two
neighbors was taken tobehalf the distance between the outer drains. This
resulted in an average drain spacing of about 10.85 m. Because the drains
were approximately 260m long, the catchment area comprised about 2850 m 2 .
The markers of the outer drains also served asboundaries for the tracer
application.After application of the tracer the center drainwas dugup at
several places to determine its depth in the field. Figure lagives a
schematic planeview of the experimental field; avertical cross-section is
shown inFig.lb.
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Applicationofthetracpr

The tracer usedinourstudywasthenegativelychargedbromideion,often
recommendedasasoil water tracer (Jury et al. 1982; Bowman, 1984).
Applicationtook place on December12, 1985 intheformofa4.5mmKBr
solution(2.55gL'l)usingasprinklerirrigation system (Fig.2)with a
high application uniformity (thecoefficientofvariationwaslessthan2%
whennotdriving,InstituteforSoilFertility,1985).

Figure2 Applicationofthetracersoluti

Twostripsof5m widtheach onboth sidesofthedrainweresprayedfour
times,resultinginatotalapplication rateof60kgBr"toasurfacearea
of20mx260m.Thus,wetreatedanarea nearly twice as large as the
catchment area of thecenterdrain.Thiswasdonetoaccountforpossible
irregularitiesinthewaterdividebetweenthedrains.Nopondingorsurface
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runoffwas observed during the application.

Soil sampling

To quantify solute transport processes in theunsaturated zone, soil samples
after 69.5,167.0, 225.0 and 304.5mm ofdrain discharge were collected. At
each sampling time,the soilwas sampled at 20plots regularly distributed
along the drain: 10plots in the corn field and an equal number in the
grassland. Each plot was located inthe center of the first 'application
strip' next to the central drain.The first plotwas located in the corn
field at the right-hand-side of the central drain, the secondplot at the
left-hand-side, etc. (Fig. la).Sampling within aplot consisted of taking
soil samples every 5cmwith a 6cm diameter auger up to adepth of 70cm.
Deeper samplingwould sometimes lead to samples of the saturated zone (see
Fig. lb). Distances within each samplingplotnever exceeded 30cm. This
procedure thus resulted in20x 14- 280 soil samples at each sampling time.
Analysis of these samples inthe laboratory involved thepreparation of 1:2
soil-water extracts,followed bybromide concentration determination.

Piezometers and sampling of the saturated zone

Rows ofpiezometers were installed perpendicular to the drain inthe middle
of the corn and grass fields (Fig. la).Bromide concentrations of the ground
water at these same locations were monitored bymeans ofmicrofilters (3/4"
inner diameter and 10-cm length) which hadbeen installed at different
depths inthe saturated zone. Groundwater samples were withdrawn after
109.5, 193.5, 278.0 and 353.0mm ofdrain discharge. Piezometer readings
were taken at irregular intervals.

Drain discharge measurements and sampling

Drainwater was collected using a tankwhichwaspartially sunken into the
bottom of the ditch at the drain outlet.Waterwas pumped automatically from
this tank in increments of0.089m 3 whenever the water level reached a
floating contact. Once every 16th time of pumping, an automatic water
sampler (Manning S4400)received a signal tooperate. In this way (16 x
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0.089m 3 /2850m 2 soil surface area)awater sample was taken after every 0.5
mm

of

drain

discharge.

Samples

were

thus

collected

on

a

discharge-proportional basis. The entire system was controlled witha
Hewlett Packard 75Bprogrammable calculator. The equipment was installed in
aboothwith an electrical heating system toprotect itagainst severe colds
during thewinter season.

Bromide analysis

Soilwater extracts,drainage water samples and groundwater samples were
analyzed for bromide using ahigh performance ion-chromatographic method
withUV-detectionat awavelength of 193ran(Neele, 1987).

Bromide uptakeby plants

Inorder toaccount forpossible bromide uptake during the winter season,
grass samples were taken at the end ofMarch, 1986.Grasswas sampled at6
plots, each randomly located in the application strip. The corn field
remained uncultivated until the end ofMay,1986.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Local water balance

During the summer and early autumnpreceding the experiment, the drain did
not discharge and the ditcheswere dry.Thebromide tracerwas applied a few
weeks after the drain started to flow. Precipitation datawere obtained from
the

meteorological

station

'Assink', located some 900 m from the

experimental field (Warmerdam, 1981). Figures 3and 4 show the precipitation
and the cumulative amounts ofprecipitation and drain discharge from day 1
(December 12,1985) today 191 (June 20,1986)at the end of the percolation
period when drainflow again ceased. Thevery dryperiod from day 47 today
84 corresponded with alongperiod offrost (February 1986 was. the dryest
month of February on record inThe Netherlands). The differences between
cumulative amounts of discharge and precipitation increased during the
experiment because of increased évapotranspiration inthe spring.
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The experiment was continued until the summer of 1987.At thebeginning of
the experiment we assumed that drain discharge would result exclusively from
water infiltrating the application stripbetween thewater divides at each
side of the center drain.Unfortunately, piezometer readings in the corn
field later indicated that aregional baseflow was superimposed upon the
local flowsbetween the drains,at least during part of the experimental
period (Fig. la). A simple hydrological calculation showed that this
baseflow had a flux of atmost a few cmper day, at least in the corn field.
No head gradientwas observed perpendicular to the drain in the grassarea.
Because the tracer was applied to a strip that extended 5mbeyond thewater
divide between the drains,horizontal inflow ofbromide by water from the
catchment of the central drainwould onlybe guaranteed for some 250 days.
Therefore, only results for the first percolation season ending inJune,
1986,will be considered here. Drain water samples inautumn 1986 showed
bromide concentrations of 1.4 mg L"^ for the upstream drain, 14.0mgL"-*for the centre drain, and 11.8mgL"l for the downstream drain, thus
confirming the presence of the baseflow. Note that the average of the
upstream and downstream drainage water concentrations is about half the
concentration in the center drain, aswouldhave been expected.
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Soil samples and unsaturated transport

Soil bromide concentrations were grouped according to land use:grass or
corn. They will be treated separately, even though about half of the
concentration distributions from the grass field were statistically not
significantly different from those of the corn land, as predicated by the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic (based on themaximum difference between two
empirical cumulative distribution functions), and theWilcoxon test (based
on the rank of the data inboth groups). Because the grass and cornfields
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were treated separately, thenumber of soil sample replications ateach time
and depth was ten. Distributions of theconcentrationswere tested for
normality and log-normality by the tests of Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Cramer-Von
Mises (Rao et al., 1979)and Shapiro-Wilk (Shapiro andWilk, 1965). No clear
distinction couldbemade from these analyses: sometimes the distributions
were better described by a normal probability density function (PDF),
sometimesby a log-normal PDF, and sometimes neither of the two could
adequately describe the concentration data. Hence,

spatially-averaged

(global)bromide concentrations atgivendepths and timeswere determinedby
simply taking arithmetic mean of the concentrations. Confidence intervals
(90%)were calculated using thebootstrapping procedures (Dane et al., 1986)
which

do not require a-priori assumptions regarding the probability

distribution. Thenumber of bootstrap replications was chosen at 5000.
Concentration profiles for the four sampling times arepresented inFigures
5 (corn)and 6 (grass), togetherwith the optimized curves for the CDE and
RSH transport models.
Thenonlinear least-squaresoptimization program developedby Parker andvan
Genuchten (1984a)wasused for the analysis of the field data.This program
(called 'CXTFIT', version 1985) can be used to estimate the unknown
parameters inseveral one-dimensional solute transport models from spatial
distributions of the resident concentration (Parker andvan Genuchten,
1984b). Inour studywhere the flow rate varied greatly in time, the
controlling independent variable was taken to be the amount of drain
discharge,expressed inmm. By doing so,theporewatervelocity MV is given
with respect to the flux density of the drain discharge. Thus, a computed
velocity MV of,say,4.0 means that the pore water velocity isfour times
larger than thewater flux density. Its reciprocal (MV"1=0.25), corresponds
thenwith themobilewater content of the system.
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CPE-results
Parameterestimationresultsforthe convection-dispersion equation (CDE)
are given in Table1.Thesamplingnumberreferstotheaccumulateddrain
dischargewhenthesoilwassampled (i.e.,sampling 1 corresponds with a
dischargeof69.5mm,2with167.0mm,3with225.0mmand4with304.5mm).
Because the application of the tracersolutionwasuniform,theapplied
tracerpulselengthtgwas4.5mm. Thisvaluewasnotcorrectedforbromide
uptakebygrassasonlyanestimated3%oftheamountofbromideappliedwas
recoveredfromthegrass.
Sampling

Number
Number
of
o f

MV MV

observations
Landuse:

(-)

a

a

massbalance

(mm)

corn
3.27
3.27

37.37

0.981

2

14
14
14
14

5.40
5.40

196
196.

0.988

3

14
14

3.77
3.77

95.95

0.992

4

14
14

3.68
3.68

95.95

1.00

1

1-4

56
56

3.19
3.19

62. 62

0.911

1,3,4

42
42

3.33
3.33

42.42

0.957

2,3,4

42
42

4.31
4.31

178.178

0.953

Landuse :permanent grass
14
14
14
14

3.04
3.04
7.16
7.16

145
145.
322
322.

14
14
14
14

3.28
3.28
3.78
3.78

211
211.
173
173.

3.03
3.03
3.09
3.09

198.198
154.154

0.931

1,3,4

56
56
42
42

2,3,4

42
42

4.15
4.15

353.353

0.934

1
2
3
4
1-4

0.966
0.984
1.01
0.997
0.951

Table1 Parameterestimationresultsfortheconvectiondispersionequation
(CDE).
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Initially, we optimized the pore water velocity MV and the dispersion
coefficient D, of theCDEmodel.Themass balancewas verifiedby carrying
out a second optimizationwith unknown tgbutwithMV and D fixedat their
values from the firstrun.The optimized tg-valuewas dividedby theknown
tQ-value toyield the recovered fractions of the tracer asviewedby theCDE
model. Thesemassbalance ratios are also indicated inTable 1.Values range
between 0.911 and 1.00 times the amount applied. Optimizations were carried
out for all four samplings,and forvarious combinations of these as shown
,,in Table 1. Optimizations were alsoperformed using data from allplots
separately, instead of using areally-averaged values. Results for the
individual plotswere generally very similar to the global estimates except
for substantially lower correlation coefficients between the fitted and
observed concentrations because of fewer sampling replicates and the
inclusion of spatial variability.

Because the relative porewater velocity inthis study isthe inverse ofthe
volumetric water content, one shouldbe able toestimate the average mobile
volumetric water contents of the cornand grass plots from the optimized
parameter values forMV inTable 1.Results comparewellwith the measured
gravimetric water content distributions for the grass and corn fields shown
in Fig. 7and 8, respectively. These globally averaged distributions,with
their 90%confidence intervals,werebased on measured gravimetric water
contents at the four sampling times. Dry soil bulk densities derived from
openpitmeasurements ranged from 1.3 gcm - ' for the topsoil to about 1.7
for the deeper layers. At a few locations we found some thin peat layers
with drybulk densities of about 0.9 g cm~3.Unfortunately wewereunable to
measure thevolumetric moisture content and the tracer concentration onthe
same soil sample.Confidence intervals of thewater contents inFigs 8and9
were based on the normal distribution of the gravimetric water content.
Validity of this assumptionwasverifiedwith the same three statistical
tests used previously. The inverses of theMV-values inTable 1 correspond
wellwith themeasuredwater content profiles provided the bulk density
factor of 1.3 to 1.7 is taken into account.An exception to this isthe
second samplingwhen the optimizationprocedure resulted inan unreasonably
high porewater velocity. Note thatporewater velocities for the corn field
seem tobe somewhathigher than those for the grassbecause of lower water
contents.
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indicated).
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The dispersivities a show an analogous behavior: for corn they are in
reasonable agreementwithvalues reported inthe literature,except for the
second samplingwhen arelatively largevalue resulted. The dispersivities
for the grassfield were always larger than those for the corn fieldwith the
second sampling again showing amuch largervalue. The larger values of a
for grassmay be attributed tomore prominent preferential flowpaths inthe
soil'because of continuous plant root activity in thewinter,which in turn
couldhave resulted ina largervariation ofpore flowvelocities.

Taking all four samplings together, ('1-4'inTable 1)yields values forMV
which are ingood agreementwith themeasured water content profiles, both
for the corn field and the grassland. Note,however, that the first sampling
has a disproportionally large influence on the results. This is because
sampling 1 has by far the largest contribution to the sumof squares than
the other samplings withmuch lower concentrations.

The parameter optimizations above could or alsohavebeen executed with all
three transport parameters asunknown (i.e.,MV, D and the amount of applied
solute tg). Thiswouldhave given amore direct check on the mass balance.
Such aprocedure isonly successful if the solute concentration profiles
exhibit clear maxima. Otherwise,anon-unique setof transport parameters
(notably for tn)can describe the concentrationprofile. For example during
the optimizations MV and tg will be positively correlated incase of
increasing concentrations with depth,

and

negatively correlated for

decreasing concentrations. Hence,the 3-parameter optimization can only be
applied to the first sampling time whena distinct maximum ispresent.
Results for this case are given inTable 2;they show relatively good mass
recoveries. Velocities and dispersivities agree quitewellwith those found
earlier, especially for the corn field.
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Convectiondispersion equation
KV (-)

a (mm)

tg (mm)

mass balance

Landuse:corn
3.31

36.

4.398

0.977

Landuse:permanent grassland
3.41

101.

3.812

0.847

Regional stochastic model
Landuse:grassland
<MV> (-)
3.61

a (mm)
92.

CT

ln(MV)

mass balance

0.210

0.812

Table 2 Massbalance results asbased ondata from thefirst sampling
time.

RSM-results

Parameter estimation results fortheregional stochastic model (RSM) are
presented inTable 3.Optimizations inthis casewere carried outfor three
transportparameters f*ln(MV)•" l ^ M V ) anc * a> insteadoftwoaswasdone for
theCDEmodel.Amassbalance checkwasalsomade,similarly asfortheCDE.
Some results have been omitted sincei?in(MV)

at

times converged towards

zero during theoptimizationprocedure, thus giving thesamevalues ofthe
transport parameters astheCDEoptimization.Most values of the average
pore water velocity <MV>aresomewhathigher than those calculated withthe
convectiondispersion approach.Thevelocities calculated for the second
sampling are again remarkably higher than theothers.Themass balance
checks generally showed asubstantial decrease in thesumofsquares when
the amount of applied bromide (tg) was also optimized. This amountwas
always less thantheactually applied amount (4.5mmx2.55gL" 1 -11.48g
Br" m ~ 2 ) ( thus resulting inmassbalances ofless than100%.
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Sampling

Numberof

number

observations

<MV> (-)

a (mm)

a

ln(MV)

mass
balance

Land use:corn
1

14

2

14

8.26

64.

0.651

0.65

3

14

4.71

33.

0.457

0.801

15.

0.411

0.748

4

...

14

1-4

..56

4.19

1,3,4

42

3.53

33.

0.186

0.917

2,3,4

42

6.42

46:

0.607

0.665

Landuse:grassland
1

14

3.85

85.

0.303

0.779

2

14

20.03

0.2

1.010

0.352

3

14

4

14

5.97

70.

0.647

0.628

0.521

0.651

---

1-4

56

4.71

61.

1,3,4

42

3.70

103.

0.300

0.825

2,3,4

42

8.85

33.

0.840

0.463

Table3 Parameterestimationresultsfortheregionalstochasticmodel.
Adirectcheckonthemassbalance was only carried out for the first
sampling for the grass,againresultingintherelativelylowrecoveryof
81.2% (Table 2).Noexplanationforthislowrecoverycouldbefound.
Statisticalpropertiesofthetransportparameters
The

transport parameters were

also determined for every vertical

concentrationprofileseparately,usingatwo-parameterfitforMVandDfor
the CDE (Table 4).The resulting distributions

of velocities and

dispersivities of the CDE optimization process were again testedfor
normalityandlog-normalitybytheKolmogorov-Smirnov,Cramer-VonMises and
Shapiro-Wilk tests. In somecaseswecouldnotdiscriminatebetweenthese
distributionsasoftenneitherthenormal, the lognormal, or both, were
foundtobeacceptable.ThisisindicatedwithaquestionmarkinTable4.
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Land use:corn
Sampling

Numberof
observations

Distribution
ofMV

Distribution
ofD

1
2
3
4
1-4

10
10
10
10
40

normal
log-normal
log-normal
?

log-normal
?
log-normal
log-normal

Sampling

Numberof
observations

Correlation
betweenMV-D

1
2
3
4
1-4

10
10
10
10
40

-0.194
0.993
0.933
0.997
0.915

Sampling

Numberof
observations

1
2
3
4
1-4

10
10
10
10
40

?

?

<MV> (-)
3.04
7.55
4.51
8.67
5.49

Correlation
betweenln(MV)-ln(D)
0.045
0.844
0.900
0.969
0.861
CT

ln(MV)

0.358
0.906
0.506
1.096
0.778

Landuse:permanentgrass
Sampling

Numberof
observations

Distribution
ofMV

1
2
3
4
1-4

10
10
10
10
40

log-normal
log-normal
?

Sampling

Numberof
observations

Correlation
betweenMV-D

1
2
3
4
1-4

10
10
10
10
40

Sampling

Numberof
observations

1
2
3
4
1-4

10
10
10
10
40

?

?

0.111
0.806
0.921
0.925
0.831
<MV> (-)
3.06
14.89
4.38
5.16
5.90

Distribution
ofD
log-normal
log-normal
log-normal
log-normal
log-normal
Correlation
betweenln(MV)-ln(D)
0.490
0.957
0.720
0.865
0.024
CT

ln(MV)

0.467
1.202
0.614
0.560
0.819

Table4 Statisticalpropertiesofthefittedtransportparameters.
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Thetablealsoshowscorrelations between MVandD,andbetweenln(MV)and
ln(D). The valuesfor<MV>assumealog-normaldistributionofMVasbased
onEq. [5].Correlationsareoftenclosetoone,withsomeexceptions.
LinearrelationsbetweenVandDassumingzerointerceptsare presented in
Table 5. If the interceptwasnotsetequaltozero,theregressionline
wouldhavecrossedtheD-axisoftenatvaluesbelow the origin, which is
physically not correct. Table 5 showes that very high valuesofthe
dispersivitywilloccurwhenthepowerofthevelocityin Eq. [5] is set
equaltoone,asisoftenassumedintheliterature.

Landuse:corn
Sampling

Numberof

D- aMV

D- a (MV)n

observations
1

10

D- 46.9MV

D-70.1 MV 0 - 14

2

10

D-758 MV

D-10.2 MV 1 - 94

3

10

D-309 MV

D- 3.37MV 2 - 90

4

10

D-3770 MV

D= 7.46MV 2 - 49

1-4

40

D-2870 MV

D= 8.36MV 2 - 23

Landuse:permanentgrassland

D-82

MV 1 - 23

1

10

D=182MV

2

10

D=1520MV

3

10

D-452MV

D=22.3 MV 2 - 10

4

10

D=527MV

D-16.1 MV 2 - 66

1-4

40

D=1380MV

D=18.9 MV 2 - 15

D-523

MV 0 - 06

Table5 Relationsbetweenthefitted dispersion coefficientandthelocal
relativeporewatervelocity.
Thecalculatedvaluesfor<MV>andcr^n((^y\(Table4)at samplings 2 and3
(corn) and 2 and 4 (grass) correspondedratherwellwiththevaluesas
determinedfromthefield-averagedprofiles (Table3)andtheRSM parameter
estimation process. Notethatinthelattercase,theeffectofdispersion
hasbeenomitted,sothattheresultsarenotquitecomparable.However, if
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we assume that the effect of dispersion isnegligible with respect to the
variability inthevelocity as characterizedby cin(MV)> t n e n t n e comparison
is justified.
We concluded that both the convection-dispersion

equation

and

the

regional-stochastic model describe the field data reasonably well. Because
of the surprisingly large local variations across a seemingly quite
homogeneous and small area,adefinite preference for one of the twomodels
cannotbe established from the available data.On the otherhand, the CDE,
performs somewhatbetter than theRSM interms of themassbalance accuracy.
Therefore, in the followingwewill onlyuse the CDE description of the
processes in theunsaturated zone.

Samples of the saturated zone

When the field tracer experimentwas first initiated we planned to construct
two-dimensional

contour

maps

of

the

measured groundwater bromide

concentrations perpendicular to the drain,and tohopefully use the plots
for discerning information about the transport ofbromide along streamlines
towards the drains.Unfortunately, groundwater sampleswithdrawn from the
microfilters installed at different depths inthe aquiferyielded such an
erratic concentration pattern that any attempt toanalyze them in terms of
the above objective wasjudged tobeuseless.Wewere also unable to clearly
deduce thepresence of abase flow in the saturated zone from the measured
solute concentrations,especially under the corn field. Still,as expected,
concentrations at greater depths tended to increase somewhat with time
during the experiment. The largevariability of themeasured groundwater
concentrations maybe attributed toa largevariability inthe permeability
of the aquifer at the scale of the sampling program, a feature whichwas
recently describedby Sudicky (1986),and/or to irregular bromide solute
fluxes across the catchment from theunsaturated zone into the groundwater
system.

Drainage water sampling and coupledbreakthrough curves

Figure 10 shows themeasured concentration distribution of the drain water.
The plot reflects the behavior of the coupled

unsaturated-saturated
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transport system upon an instantaneous input ofbromide across the catchment
are. Careful analysis of this showed that about 53%of the total amount of
appliedbromide was recovered during the first 6months of the experiemnt.

Having determined the parameters of the two transport models for solute
transport in the unsaturated zone, and assuming that transport in the
saturated zone obeys Eq. [7], it shouldbe possible topredict the bromide
concentration of the drainage water as afunction of the draindischarge.

soil surface
. unsaturated zone
groundwatertable
• saturated zone

Figure 9 Vertical cross-section of the coupled transport system.

The calculation procedure is schematically shown inFig. 9 which gives a
vertical cross section of the coupled unsaturated-saturated transport system
perpendicular to the drain.The input concentration as a function of the
amount (mm) of drain discharge for the saturated transport system is
obtained by calculating thebreakthrough curve from theunsaturated zone at
the groundwater table. In this case, flux concentrations as defined by
Parker

and

van Genuchten (1984b) were used, and not the resident

concentrations

employed

in the parameter estimation process of the

unsaturated transport models.The concentration of the drainage water was
obtained by numerically evaluating the convolution integral

of

the

time-dependent input concentration with theproposed impulse response for
the saturated transport system. Because the thicknesses of the unsaturated
and saturated zoneswere not constant along the drain, the concentration of
the drainwater was calculated as the average solute concentration of 20
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equally-spaced locations,eachhaving its own coupled transport system. The
breakthrough curve for acertain location along the drain then depends on
land use, the thickness of the unsaturated zone, the thickness of the
saturated zone,and itswater content.The thickness of the unsaturated zone
at a given location could be equated to the drain depth, except that
piezometric observations duringwinter indicated that the unsaturated zone
was about 10 to 20cm less. This correction increased the thickness of the
saturated zone aswell.

90.0 120.0 150.0 180.0 210-0 240-0 270.0 300-0 330-0 360.0
D R A I N D I S C H A R G E (MM)

Figure 10 Measured and predicted drain effluent BTC's using the fitted
unsaturated solute transport parameters.

The liquid-filled porosity of the aquifer was determined from soil samples
taken from the deepest layers (about 110cmbelow the soil surface) exposed
in 10profile pits; Frommeasured drybulk densities, the meanporosity was
estimated

to

calculations.

be 0.33; this value will be used in all subsequent
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Figure 10compares themeasured breakthrough curve (BTC) with 4 predicted
curveswhich were chosen such that the full range of transportvelocities as
determined by CXTFITwas considered, including the highest velocities for
sampling 2, and the lowestvelocity resulting from the simultaneous fitof
all four sampling times.The simultaneous fit considerably underestimated
the drain water concentrations,especially at early times,even though the
MV-valueswere ingood agreementwith the measured soil water contents,
while at the same time the dispersivity a agreedwellwith literature
values. The predicted BTCbased on the combined fitof samplings 2, 3and 4
shows a slightly better fit although thebreakthrough still starts too
early, and the concentrations are still too low after about 120mm of drain
discharge. The fastest BTC

obtained

for

sampling

2

considerably

overestimates the drain water concentrations up to about 130 mm of
discharge,

after

which value the concentrations are being somewhat

underestimated.
From Fig. 10we conclude that solute transport inthis soil system cannotbe
described adequately by assuming one averagewater flowvelocity for the
entire unsaturated zone.Webelieve thatpreferential flowmay have caused
some of the observed discrepancies.
Although solute transport inthe topsoilwas described quitewellwith the
CDE,we speculate that at acertain depth water flow could have become
instable, causing water to flow downwards alongpreferential flowpaths
(Glass et al., 1987). This type ofpreferential flow would result in an
accelerated transport through the subsoil.Thus, 'slow' transport inthe
topsoilmay have been followed by relatively 'fast' transport in the
subsoil, thus resulting inaBTC that fits themeasured databetter.

Given the above considerations,we tried topredict the drain effluent curve
by assuming a layered soil profile consisting of a uniform topsoil
characterized by relatively slowbromide transport, and amore heterogeneous
subsoil

with

relatively

fast

transport

caused

by some type of

shortcircuiting. Transport inthis layered system was calculated with a
numerical finite element solution (vanGenuchten, 1986)of the steady-state
transport equation for layered profiles. For transport in the topsoil we
used the fitted parameter values as listed inTable 1 for sampling 1.
However, transportvelocities for the subsoil were calculated from the

fitted MV-value of the second sampling. SinceMV for this second sampling
also included the residence time of the tracer in the topsoil, itsvalue was
corrected accordingly toyield arelative porewatervelocity MV of 7.21 for
the subsoil of the corn field, and 11.6 for the grass field. Dispersivities
were assumed tobe the same as for the first sampling time.
The BTC obtained in thisway is shown inFigure 11.The curve was found to
be rather insensitive to changes of +/- 5 cm in the thickness of the
topsoil;hence only theBTC for a topsoil of 25cm ispresented.
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Figure 11 Measured and thepredicted drain effluent BTC using a numerical
model for a layered soil system.

Close examination of this figure shows that the peak concentration after
about 150 mm discharge isstill somewhat underestimated but in general the
measured BTC ispredicted surprisingly well. Thus we conclude that the
assumption of accelerated transport in the subsoil isjustified. It still
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remains an open question,whether the transport parameters from the second,
third and fourth samplings have aphysicalbasis,or shouldbe considered as
a setofparameters describing a fastbreakthrough only.

Additional evidence of accelerated (preferential) transport in the subsoil
can be found inthe literature, especially incaseswhere afine-textured
layer overlies acoarse-textured horizon. Starr et al. (1978, 1986) found
similar results for field measurements,while Glass et al. (1987)showed
this

fingering phenomenon to be present during elaborate laboratory

experiments. The occurrence ofpreferential flow inour study is indirectly
supported by
1) the presence ofa textural change from a lowpermeable topsoil to amore
permeable subsoil at approximately 25 cm depth (see Materials and
Methods), which may cause unstable wetting fronts (Raats, 1973), and
thus contribute topreferential flow even duringwet conditions (Glass
et al., 1987),
2) the presence ofwater repellent layers throughout theprofile.As shown
by Hendrickx et al. (1987), these layers can also trigger the formation
ofpreferential flowpaths.
Experimental evidence of thepresence ofpreferred flow zones inthis field
was further presented byvanOmmenetal. (1988),whowere able tovisualize
these zones by means of a iodide-starch color technique described invan
Ommen et al. (1987).

SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

Transport

of

a

non-reactive

tracer

(bromide) was studied in an

unsaturated-saturated transport system. Twomodels were used to describe
unsaturated transport: the convection-dispersion equation (CDE) and a
regional stochastic model (RSM). Both transport model could describe the
observed data reasonably well, although the CDEmodel performed slightly
better inpredicting the amount of recoveredbromide.

Solute migrationvelocities and dispersivities for transport inthe topsoil
generally agreed well withmeasured water contents and dispersivity values
found in the literature. In the subsoil,however, transportvelocities were
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not in agreement with observed water contents, especially

for

the

grassfield. The accelerated breakthrough of the subsoilwas probably caused
by preferential flow ("shortcircuiting") originating at the transition
between topsoil and subsoil.

Using measured tracer concentration distributions for theunsaturated zone,
the drainwater quality couldbepredicted accurately onlywhen the effects
of fast

transport

in

the

subsoil

was

accounted

for

in

the

unsaturated-saturated transport system.
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A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR EVALUATING THE PRESENCE OF PREFERENTIAL FLOW PATHS IN
NON-STRUCTURED SOILS1

H.C.vanOmmen,L.W. Dekker,R. Dijksma,J. Hulshof andW.H.van derMolen 2

ABSTRACT

A new technique for determining thepresence ofpreferential flowpaths ina
non-structured soilprofile isdescribed. The presented method is easily
applicable inthe field, and is based on the formation of an intensely
colered complex of I 2with starch.Moreover, the method can be applied to
all kinds of non-structured soils, irrespective of their color.

An

illustration of the technique isgiven incase ofwater and solute movement
inawater-repellent soil,where formation ofpreferential flow paths was
known to occur.
Additional IndexWords: water-repellent soils, unstable wetting fronts,
iodine-starch complex

INTRODUCTION

Many studies concerning solutemovement through theunsaturated soil profile
have shown that the leaching mechanism depends upon thevariability ofwater
fluxes in the field, (e.g.Van de Polet al., 1977;Nielsen et al., 1986;
White et al., 1986). In structured soils,such as clay and peatsoils,
cracks andmacropores may contribute an importantpart to this variability.
Techniques to visualize thesemacropores and cracks,and their capacity of
transporting water and soluteshavebeen introduced by Bouma and Dekker
(1978), Bouma et al. (1978)and Bouma et al. (1979). These often involve the
application of an amount ofdye solution to the soil surface. The presence
of the dye,which adsorbes at thewalls of the cracks andmacropores, canbe
studied, for example,bymicromorphologicaltechniques.

1

2

Contribution of the Dept. ofLand andWaterUse,Agricultural University,
Nieuwe Kanaal 11,6709 PAWageningen, theNetherlands.
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In non-structured soils,thephenomenon of flow through preferential paths
isnot linkedwith thepresence ofcracks ormacropores; its occurrence can
be induced by several mechanisms.Themechanism of formation of unstable
wetting

fronts, possibly generated by an increase of the hydraulic

conductivity

with

depth

(Raats,

1973), causes the development of

preferential paths through the soilmatrix.Another mechanism concerns the
formation of preferential paths in a soilprofile with water-repellent
characteristics, as has been described by Bond (1964). An important
difference between water and solute flow instructured andnon-structured
soils, is the depth at which a preferential flow path develops: in
structured soils it originates principally from the soil surface; in
non-structured soils,the development ofapreferential flowpath may take
place at any depth, depending upon soil horizons andwater repellent
characteristics. For thisvery reason, theuse of dyes -most ofwhich have
a strong tendency tobe absorbed by the soilmatrix -is limited to those
that arenot adsorbedby the soil matrix and have the same migration
velocity as water. Inaddition, the color of the dyehas tobe incontrast
to the soilmatrix. The objective of this studywas todevelop a method to
investigate the occurrence of preferential flowpaths innon-structured
soils.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

The presence ofanapplied tracer in the soil isvisualized by a color
reaction. The tracer is the I" ion,having about the same transport
properties as the often used soil water tracers,CI" and Br". However,
Bowman (1984) found that a considerable amount of the applied I" canbe
oxidized under aerobic field conditions,resulting inamass recovery <100%.
As the color reaction is very sensible to the presence of I", evena
fraction of the applied I" concentration (5to 15 gL" )isvisualized.

After application of the I" solution to the soil under .investigation,
horizontal cross-sections of the soil profile are obtained by removing
slices of the soil.At each depth, the excavated soil surface is carefully
powdered withvery dry starchuntil the soil surface isonly justvisible.
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Five to tenminutes later the film of starchwill be wetted by the soil
solution, and shows amilky colored surface.This surface is treatedwith a
mist ofbleaching-1iquor. Atplaces where I" ispresent, it isoxidized to
I 2 by Cl 2 :

Cl 2 + 21" - 2C1-+ I 2

[1]

The generated I 2 immediately forms an intensely colored darkblue complex
with the starch, and theprefential paths of solute flow arevisualized. In
this way, awhole soilprofile canbe excavated inorder to obtain a series
of two dimensional pictures of thephenomenon.

Particular caremustbe taken concerning the applications of starch and the
bleaching-liquor mist. A starch filmwhich isrelatively thickwillnotbe
wetted entirelyby the soilsolution.As aconsequence, the reactionbetween
Cl 2 and I" to form the darkblue starch complex isprevented: I" is present
at the 'bottom' of the film,while Cl 2 is sprayed on its top.Having applied
a starch film of the correct thickness,a large dose of thebleaching-liquor
- for exampleby use ofa spray -can leach thevery thin starch film so
that the color disappears quickly. Careful application ofboth the starch
and thebleaching-liquormist is therefore essential for the success of this
method.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

To illustrate the described methodology, anexperimentwas carried out ona
soilprofile having water-repellent characteristics.The soil was located
near Ouddorp (The Netherlands), and has been subject to a studyof the
existence ofpreferential flowpaths.
The'I" solution (15gL-^-) wasuniformly sprayed on a soil surface covered
with grass (area 0.8 m x 0.9 m) inthree portions of 14mm each.The time
interval between these applications was about 2hours.Ponding didnot
occur; although the soil surface was flat a distinct wetter location
developed within the treated surface. Later, this location appeared to
correspond with the occurrence ofnumerous preferential flowpaths. Half an
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hour after the final application, the soil profile was horizontally
excavated and the described method was applied. The application of starch
(normal potato-starch) tookplacewith three sieves of 150yumplaced ontop
of each other. Byplacing the starch inthe top sieve,and gently shaking,a
fine dust of starchwas formed. Thebleaching-liquorwas appliedbymeans of
a plant sprayerwith a special nozzle toobtain a finemist of liquid.

Figure 1shows thevisualized preferential pathways at about a 15-cm depth.
Three zones canbe distinguished:
1) adry zone,appeared where the starch is still dry (theupper right part
of the picture)
2) awet zone, shownbymilky grey colored starch film (the lower left part
of the picture)
3) in this wet zone, a dark blue colored zone appeared, indicating a
preferential path.

Figure 1 Visualized pathways ofpreferential flowpaths inanon-structured
soil using the I -starch color reaction.
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Isolated preferential wet-flowpaths canbe found inthe dry zone aswell,
as indicatedby the arrow.After removing the starch layer, the color of the
soilunder it isessentially unaltered.
The discussed color reactions thus are clearly the result of the physical
processes playing arole in thisparticular soil. The method is promising
due to its simplicity and applicability, and canbe used innon-structured
soils, irrespective of their color or chemicalproperties.
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EXPERIMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF PREFERENTIAL FLOW PATHS INA FIELD SOIL

H.C.vanOmmen 1 ,R. Dijksma 1 , J.M.H. Hendrickx2,L.W. Dekker 2 ,J. Hulshof1,
andM. van denHeuvel 1

ABSTRACT

Preferential flowpaths in the subsoil cancause anaccelerated movement of
solutes inunsaturated-saturated transport systems.Tovisualize these zones
ofpreferred flow,an iodide-coloring technique was applied to 10plots ina
field. Results indicate the existence ofanon-uniform solute front in the
subsoil. However, thisnon-uniformity couldbe adequately accounted forby
using the convection-dispersion equation for describing the relative amount
of colored area in the system. Pore watervelocities agreedwell with
measured volumetric water contents,while dispersivities were roughly of the
same order ofmagnitude as those reported in the literature for field-scale
experiments. Results didnot agreewith the accelerated movement found in a
previous unsaturated-saturated flow experiment on the same field. The study
indicates that the antecedent moisture regime and rainfall intensity have an
important effect on the formation ofpreferential flowpaths inasubsoil,
thus showing the dynamic nature of thisphysical phenomenon.
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INTRODUCTION

To study the transport mechanisms inacoupled unsaturated-saturated system,
a non-reactive tracerwas applied to acatchment area of a drain (see van
Ommen et al., (1988a) for an extensive report on this experiment). An
analysis ofobservedbromide concentration data in the unsaturated zone
showed that transport in the topsoil could be described wellwith the
convection-dispersion equationusingvalues of the transport parameters that
seemed physically correct.Once thepulse of solutemoved into thesubsoil,
however, themigrationvelocities appeared to increase significantly. These
observations were in poor agreementwith observed water contentprofiles,
and therefore suggested thatpart of the soilwater maynothavebeen active
inthe transport process towards the groundwater table.

Observed tracer concentrations in the drainwater at this site showed an
accelerated breakthrough of the tracer from the system ifall soilwater was
assumed tobemobile.The prediction of the drainage water concentration as
a function of the amount ofdrain discharge was only successful if the soil
was divided into two zones:a 25cm topsoilwith relatively slowtransport,
and asubsoil,with relatively high solutemigrationvelocities.

The topsoilwas a loamy sand,while the material of the subsoil had a
coarser texture.This stratification indicates an increase of the hydraulic
conductivity at the interface between topsoil and subsoil. This situation
has been shown tofavor thedevelopment ofpreferential flowpaths (Raats,
1973).

The objective of thispaper is toexamine towhat extent these preferential
flow paths canbevisualizedby using arecently developed iodide-coloring
technique (vanOmmenet al., 1988b). Results from a color tracer experiment
will be analyzed in terms of the classical convection-dispersion solute
transport
experiment.

equation, and compared with data from the bromide tracer
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METHODS AND MATERIALS

The catchment area of the drain consisted ofonehalf permanent grassland,
and onehalf corn field,whichwas stillbare at the time of the experiment.
Details of thebromide tracer experiment are given by van Ommen et al
(1988a). On April 13and 14, 1987, ten irrigations of 10mm each of an
iodide solution (7.5 gI"l"l)were applied to 5plots in thebare corn field
of the catchment area.The tracerwas applied toeach 1m 2 plotusing ahigh
pressure sprinkling apparatus. Ponding and surface runoffwere not observed
during the application. After the irrigations, theplotswere covered to
prevent évapotranspirationand the infiltration ofrain.Two days later,the
plotswere excavated, and the iodide distribution in the topsoil and subsoil
werevisualized with the coloring technique, describedbyvanOmmen et al.
(1988b). This technique was previously used successfully in the fieldby
Hendrickx et al. (1988). Basically this technique consists ofoxydizing the
iodide-ions with a chlorine containing solution,and tracing the iodine
liberated with starchpowder. Blue streaks and stains then indicate the
placeswhere iodidehasbeenpresent. Some soilcore samples (230cm 3 rings)
were taken during the excavation todetermine thevolumetric water content.

Sixweeks later, the sameprocedure was applied to the grassland. This time,
a more intensive soil sampling program was carried out for thepurpose of
comparing moisture contents within and outside thepreferred flowzones. At
every depth three pairs (asdictated by the size of the flowpaths)of soil
core samples (100cm 3 rings)were taken. Such apair consisted of a sample
taken within the preferred flow zone and another one directly adjacent to
theprevious in the regionwhereno iodidewasmade visible by the color
reaction.

It should be remarked, that the corn field and the grassland applications
followed relatively wetperiods,when the drainswere discharging.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Visualized solute fronts
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Ill

Figure 1presents horizontal cross sections showing the area ofcolored soil
surface at different depths for two representative plots:one located inthe
corn field (a)and the other in the grassland (b). Note that the solute
front had a more irregular shape in the grassland than in the corn field.
Figure 2shows the relationbetween the fraction ofcolored area and soil
depth foreachplot separately inboth thecorn (a)and the grassland(b).
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Figure 2 Relationship between percentage colored area and depth for five
plots in the corn field (a)and for five plots in the grassland
(b).

These figures show that the average penetration depth of the solute front in
the corn field isnot different from that inthe grassland; only the scatter
around this depth ismuch larger in the latter case.
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Soilmoisture contents
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Figure 3 Volumetric water content as a function of depth in the corn field
(a)and the grassland(b).

Figure 3a shows themoisture content as a function of depth in the corn
field. Every point represents the average of three measurements.Although
this figure isbased on alimited number of data, we conclude that an
average moisture content of 25%would notbe far from the realvalue.No
distinctionwasmade on thebasis ofpresence orabsence of apreferred flow
zone. To study if these differences were statistically significant, signed
rank tests and sign testswere applied to the data. These tests indicated
that therewas no significant difference between themoisture content within
and outside apreferred flow zone.Moisture profiles for the five plots
located in the grassland are presented in Fig. 3b.Eachpoint represents an
average of four or six samples. From this figure it appears that the

0.50

n:

volumetric moisture content is also about 25%.Thewetter subsoil ofplot6
is causedby a layerhigh inorganicmatter.

Predicted solute profiles from thebromide experiment

We

assume that the fraction of colored area at a given depth is

representative for the average iodide concentration at that depth. The
iodide profiles can then be predicted using the convection-dispersion
equation (CDE)with parameters from thebromide experiment, if the transport
conditions of the two experiments are similar. For thisparticular case the
iodide profiles canbe described by the solution of the CDE for a step input
ofunity.
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Figure 4 shows themeasured (based on the average of the 5 plots) and
predicted iodide profiles using transport parameters from thebromide tracer
experiment for the corn field (a) and the grassland (b). Pore water
velocities (relative to the flux density)and dispersivities were obtained
from the first sampling (after 70mm ofdrain discharge), from the second
sampling (after 169mm of drain discharge), and from a combination of these
(Table 1 ) .Details are givenbyvanOmmen (1988a).

relat ive pore water

velocity

dispersivity

(-)

(mm)

sampling
1,

corn field

3.27

37.0

1,

grassland

3.04

145.0

2,

corn field

5.40

196.0

2,

grassland

7.16

322.0

1+2, topsoil*,corn n

3.27.

1+2, subsoil,corn

7.21

37.0

1+2, topsoil, grass s

3.04

145.0

1+2, subsoil, grass s

11.16

145.0

37.0

* The thickness of the topsoilwas 25cm.

Table 1 The CDEparameters determined from thebromide sampling.

Predictions

using the CDE parameters of the first bromide sampling

underestimate the average solute penetration depth,both for the corn field
and the grassland. Transport evidently occurs at lowermobile water contents
(hencehigher relative porewater velocities) incase of the iodide tracer
experiment. The CDE parameters of the second sampling lead

to

an

overestimation of the average penetration depth in themaize field and the
grassland. Dispersion at these depths isalsomore pronounced. Because the
high values of theporewatervelocities and dispersivities for the second
sampling areprobably associated with thepreferential flow paths in the
subsoil, transport velocities here were calculated from thepore water
velocities of the second sampling, corrected for the slower transport inthe
top 25 cm of the soil. Thisyielded anon-uniform velocity field from which
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the drainwater quality couldbe predicted satisfactorily.
The predicted iodide profiles from theseheterogeneous velocity fields are
located between the solute fronts thatwere calculated from the first and
second samplings.However, these twoprofiles also do not correspond well
with themeasured iodidepatterns.

From the above comparisons we conclude that transport parameters obtained
from thebromide tracer experiment are not representative for the field
transport conditions during the iodide tracer experiment.

Description of the iodide solute frontwith the CPE

As stated before, the fraction of colored surface is assumed tobe
representative for the average iodide concentration. It should then be
possible to describe themeanpenetration depth and itsvariationwith the
CDEusing anaverageporewatervelocity and dispersivity. Expressing the
pore water velocity interms of the amount ofwater applied (100m m ) ,the
transportparameters of the system were determined using the nonlinear
least-squares optimization program 'CXTFIT' described by Parker andvan
Genuchten (1984). Results are shown inFig. 5for both the corn (a) and
grass (b)areas.
We assumed that the dispersion coefficient is linearly related to the
relative porewatervelocity so that their ratio denotes a characteristic
length, the dispersivity. For the corn field, the optimizedvalue of the
relative porewatervelocity (porewatervelocity dividedby flux density)
was found tobe 3.94, and that of the dispersivity 13.3mm.
For grassland thesevalues were 3.98 and 83.7mm, respectively.
The inverse of these pore water velocities for the corn field would
correspond with a mobile moisture fraction of 3.94"!= 0.254, and for
grassland of 3.98"1 - 0.251. These values agree well with the observed
volumetric moisture content profiles,presented inFigure 3.
The dispersivity for the grassland ishigher than that for the corn field,
which is inagreementwith results of thebromide tracer experiment (Table
1).
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Figure 5 Observed average iodide profiles for the corn field (a) and the
grassland (b), and their fit to

the

convection-dispersion

transportmodel.

In summary, the non-uniform solute front could be described well with the
convection-dispersion equation. The average penetration depthwas consistent
with themeasured volumetric water contents, indicating thatall soilwater
was mobile under the experimental conditions.Variations in the solute front
penetration depth were such, that the field-average profile couldbe
described accurately with aphysically acceptable value of the dispersivity.

Prediction of thebromide breakthrough inthe drainwater

The CDEparameters as determined from the iodide color experiment were used
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to predict the breakthrough of bromide in the drain effluent from the
unsaturated-saturated transport system. Details of the calculation are given
by vanOmmenetal. (1988a). The calculated andmeasured breakthrough curves
arepresented inFigure 6. The figure shows that transport parameters
derived from the iodide tracer experiment cannotbe used topredict the fast
breakthrough as related to the soil sampling during thebromide experiment.

^ 6

30.0

60.0

9 0 . 0 120-0 150.0 180-0 210-0 240.0 270-0 300.0 330.0 3 6 0 . :
D R A I N D I S C H A R G E (MM )

Figure 6 Measuredbromide breakthrough curve of the drain water, and the
predicted breakthrough based on transport parameters from the
iodide experiment.

SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

An iodide-starch coloring technique was successfully used tovisualize zones
of preferred flow in anundisturbed field soil profile.No statistically
significantdifference could be observedbetweenvalues of thewater content
within or outside azone ofpreferred flow.From results of treated plots (5
inacorn field and 5 ina grassland), the solute penetration depths could
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be determinedby assuming validity of the CDEmodel.The iodide dispacement
patternwas quite irregular;however, this irregularity couldbe adequately
captured by a realistic value of the dispersivity.The average solute
penetration depthwas ingood agreement withmeasured soilwater contents.

The accelerated breakthrough thatwas observed during the bromide field
experiment at the same site couldnotbe reproduced with the iodide tracer
experiment.Webelieve that the antecedentmoisture regime and the rainfall
intensity may have an important effect on the formation ofpreferred flow
zones inthesubsoil.
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PREDICTION OF SOLUTE BREAKTHROUGH FROM SCALED SOIL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

H.C.van Ommen 1 , J.W. Hopmans 2 , and S.E.A.T.M.vander Zee 3

ABSTRACT

Solute transport inunsaturated soil may be described with a transfer
function model in which the travel time distribution for a non-reactive
solute depends on the distribution of the flow velocity (V). When the
spatial variable V isdescribed with the scaling theory of similarmedia,
the

travel

time

distribution follows from the scaling factor (5)

distribution.
Using an experimentally assessed distribution for 5, the travel time
distributions were calculated withMonte Carlo simulation.By comparison of
travel time distributions foundby assuming that thehydraulic conductivity
(K(0)), the volumetric moisture fraction

9,

or both are

stochastic

variables, we found that the stochastic nature ofK(0)was the dominant
factor in the transport process. Assuming

9 constant, an analytical

approximation was derived for the travel time distribution ina soil system
that ishomogeneous with depth. The approach was used to predict the
breakthrough of an inert tracer from an unsaturated-saturated system.
Comparison of these predictions with the observed breakthrough suggests a
relatively fast breakthrough that could not be accounted for by our
simplifiedmodel.
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INTRODUCTION

A quantitative understanding of solute transport under field conditions is
needed forpredicting field-scalebehavior and transport of contaminants and
nutrients. At first, the Convection-Dispersion Equation (CDE)was assumed to
describe transport adequately,but asexperimental information increased it
became apparent that the CDE model was unable to accurately quantify
transport under field conditions due to,among others,soil heterogeneity
(Biggar andNielsen, 1976;Bowman andRice,1986;Richter andJury, 1986).

To take such heterogeneity into account, Jury (1982) introduced the
'Transfer Function' concept.His approach isbased on the expectation that
processes

in soils are too complex to be adequately modeled in a

deterministic manner,but that the overall response of a system may be
measured. In view of the breakthrough often observed innatural soil
systems, the response upon an input impulse isexplained by a lognormally
distributed residence time of solute inthe system. In laterwork,Jury et
al.

(1986) gave a physical interpretation of the transfer function

representing the fieldby amacroscopically homogeneous column.White et al.
(1986) and Jury et al. (1982)applied the concept toboth columns and field
plots. Because the CDEmodelpredicts anormally distributed residence time
for realistic dispersion coefficients and column lengths,thismodel is
often less adequate than theTransfer FunctionModel (TFM). The CDE model
remains popular moreover,because of the simplicity toevaluate analytical
solutions of the CDE,and the simplicity inobtaining a field average flow
velocity (from the average moisture content and thenet recharge rate),
which isnecessary asmodel input.The residence time in the TFM approach
varies around an average value which may be very small for solutes
transported inmacropores,andvery large for solutes that enter a stagnant
soil water phase.Aswas shownby Sposito et al. (1986), thismay lead toa
non-normal distribution of travel times not accounted forby theCDE.

Bothmodeling approaches require a parameter which accounts for soil
heterogeneity. For the CDEmodel this is the dispersion coefficient,which
becomes very large ifthe residence time is not normally distributed. In
view of the physical background of the dispersion coefficient (Bolt, 1979)
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there is little inclination toaccept such largevalues (Breslerand Dagan,
1979). On the other hand, the TFM approach lumpsheterogeneity intoa
variance of the residence timewithout giving a physical meaning to the
model parameters.However,due to increased interest by soilphysicists and
hydrologists to describe flow and transport in spatially variable flow
domains, it has now become feasible to give aphysicalbackground anda
quantification of the residence time distribution.

A promisingway todescribewater flow, taking into account the spatial
variability of soilhydraulic properties, isofferedby means of the scaling
theory of similar media.The concept of scaling soil hydraulic properties
was introducedby Miller andMiller (1955,1956), andhasbeen later applied
successfully by Warrick et al. (1977), Russo andBresler (1980), and Hopmans
(1987). The scaling theorywasusedby Bresler and Dagan (1979),Dagan and
Bresler (1979) to describe field-averaged transport of a non-reactive
solute, andbyvander Zee andvanRiemsdijk (1987)for a reactive solute.

In this paper, we present amethod topredict the solute residence time
distribution from the scaling factor distribution. Themethod is illustrated
by application to a field situation.

THEORY

The scaling technique

The purpose of scaling is toprovide a simplemechanistic description of
part of thevariance ofproperties of interest. By scaling, the spatial
variability of soil hydraulic properties isexpressedby the variability
of an ensemble of scale factors, 6^,

that relate the soil hydraulic

properties at each sampled location, i,to areference.

The scaling parameter, S±,

is defined as the ratio of amicroscopic

characteristic length, A^, ofa soil at location i, and the characteristic
length, A m , ofa reference soil (Peck et al., 1977)

«i- Ai/A m

Hl
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Scaling theory results in a relation of the soil water retention and
hydraulic conductivity curve at any location i, with ameanpressure head
h m andhydraulic conductivity K m , such that for the soilwater pressure head
(negative intheunsaturated zone):
hi=h m /6i

[2]

and for theunsaturated hydraulic conductivity:
Ki= S \ •K m

[3]

For similar media, Eqs. [2]and [3] hold for h^ andK^ measured at
different water contents. Owing to the fact that soils ingeneral donot
have identicalvalues ofporosity,h andK are written as a function of
degree of saturation Srather thanvolumetric moisture fraction 6.
Reference soilwater retention curves and reference K(0)relations,and the
corresponding scaling factor distributions canbe assessed with techniques
as described by Hopmans (1987). Inaccordance with Rao et al. (1979), a
distribution of the scaling factorsmay be tested for log-normality. If
true, the continuous scaling factor distribution may

be

used

for

interpolation and extrapolation toother retention functions 0(h)than those
found experimentally. Incase there is good agreement between the scale
factors determined from conductivity and water retention

data,

the

distribution characteristics of the latter are sufficient to describe the
variation

of both hydraulic functions. With the Probability Density

Functions (PDF's)of S and the reference curves, the hydraulic properties
are fully characterized, and flow may be calculated once initial and
boundary conditions are specified.

Derivation of the residence time distribution

To derive the travel time distribution we assume that the following
conditions are met: (1)gravity flow, i.e., aunithydraulic gradient; (2)
steady-state water flow; (3)auniform soil profile with respect to the
hydraulic properties and (4)apurely convective vertical transport. Based
on these assumptions, the controlling variable timemay be expressed as the
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amount ofwater drained (vanOmmenet al., 1988).

The pore watervelocity V (LT"-'-)under unit gradient follows from K(0)and
thevolumetric water content $ :

V - K(6)/$

[4]

The variability in both the conductivity, K(0)and water content (0(h))
relations can be expressed in terms of the variability of the scaling
parameter,

S (Eqs. [2]and [3]).Ina layer of thickness L the residence

time,T (T),equals
T =U / K ( » )

[5]

Transformation of timeT into the equivalent amount of drain discharge
T' is doneby multiplication ofTwith the areally averaged flux density,
K,which equals (Bresler andDagan, 1979):

K -K m •exp (2/jy+ 2a2y)

[6]

K m isdefined as inEq. [3],and the exponential term is the expectation of
the log-normally distributed S2 , whereY-lnS, andjiyanc*CTYa r e t n e m e a n

an

d

standard deviation ofY respectively.

Combination of Eqs. [3],[5],and [6] yields the travel time T'(L), now
expressed aspercolatedwater depth:
T' - L0/S 2 •exp (2/iY+ 2CT 2 Y )

[7]

From the representative soil water pressure head inthe field, and the
distribution of the scaling parameter S, the distribution of travel times to
a soil depth L, and thus thebreakthrough curve for an instantaneous input
ofunit magnitude, can be constructed using Monte Carlo simulations.
However, the statistical properties of the travel time distribution canalso
be derived analytically if it isassumed that the variability in T' is
mainly determined by thevariation indownward flux, K(0), and toa lesser
extentby thevariation inJ, i.e., thewater content is kept fixed at a
'field-averagevalue'. Itcan theneasilybe shown (see e.g. van der Zee and
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vanRiemsdijk,1987)that:
PlnT'-l n ( U )+ 2a 2 Y

[8]

CT

lnT'- 2 C T Y

[9]

where A*lnT' ancl CTlnT' a r e c ^ e mean and standard deviation of ln(T')
respectively. ThePDFofT'is
p(T')= (T'alnT,J"(2^)")-l •exp(-(InT'-/*lnT')2 /2* 2 lnT')

t 10 !

which correspondswith thePDFof the transfer functionmodel (Jury, 1982).
APPLICATIONS
The soilhydraulicproperties and their variations, pertaining to both
applications to follow, weremeasured onsamples takenfrom anexperiment
field inthestudyarea 'HupselseBeek' inthe Netherlands. The watershed
and the soilphysicalmeasurement techniqueswere describedbyHopmansand
Strieker (1987). InTable 1wepresent the scale factor statistics and the
parameters of the analyticalhydraulicmodelofvanGenuchten (1980). The
datadescribe thescaled mean hydraulic functions for both the A and
BC-horizon.
Horizon
Parameter ofvan Genuchten
model for scaledmean
hydraulic functions
a

n
«s
»r
K s (cmday"-*-)

A(25)*

BC(46)

0.0282
1.451
0.403
0.000
72.0

0.0238
1.669
0.316
0.000
60.0

-0.3050
0.8531

-0.1960
0.6492

Statistics scale factor
values
MY
cry
* Number ofsampled locations
Table 1 Parameter values for descriptionofvariability ofsoilhydraulic
functions.
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Solutebreakthroughfortheunsaturatedsoil
For a firstillustrationweconsiderahypotheticalsoilprofile (L=1m)
consistingofaBC-horizononly.Thesoilwaterretentioncurvesof the46
sample locationswithinthe0.5hafieldbeforeandafterscalingareshown
inFigurelaandlb,respectively.ThesolidlineinFig.lbrepresentsthe
scaled mean waterretentioncurve.Clearly,scalingwasverysuccessfulin
explainingthevariationsintheh(S)-relation.

n o t scaled

BC . h o r
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Figure1 Unsealed(a)andscaled(b)soilwater retention curves ofthe
BC-horizon.
Figure 2 shows fourtraveltimePDF's,threeofwhicharetheresultofa
MonteCarlo (MC) simulation, while the fourth is determined fromthe
analytical solution.(Eq. [10]),tochecktheaccuracyoftheMC-simulation
results. The uniformsoilwaterpressureheadatwhichsolutetransportis
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Figure 2 Travel cime distribution functions (h- -100cm) determined from
the MC-simulations for case I (flux density variable), case II
(volumetric water content variable), case III (both flux density
and volumetric water content variable), and analytical solution
forcase I.
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assumed to occurwas set equal to -100cm.Three caseswith respect to the
origin of the travel timevariation are shown: (I)contribution of the flux
variability only, (II)contribution of the moisture content variability
only, as was doneby Bresler andDagan (1979), and (III)contribution from
both themoisture content and fluxvariability. The number ofMC replicates,
from which the PDF'swere determined,was chosen tobe 40,000. The travel
times on thehorizontal axis ofFig. 2were sorted into 100classes of 5 mm
width.

From Figure 2 itappears that the results of theMC-simulation for caseI
(variable flux) is ingood agreement with the analytically derived PDF.
Furthermore, the travel time distributions ofcases Iand III arenotvery
different. Figure 2also shows that the travel time distributionbased on a
uniform flux (8=1 inEq. [7]),and avariable moisture content (case II)is
completely different from all other cases.Thevariation in travel time for
case II is far less than those for avariable flux.We therefore conclude
that thevariability of the residence time is much more affected by the
variability of the flux thanby thevariability of themoisture content.

Field experiment

In order to investigate which case would approach the actual solute
breakthrough thebest ina field soil,we applied thepresented theory to a
field experiment.

The field experiment involved the study of solute migration

in

a

unsaturated-saturated transport system in the 'Hupselse Beek' catchment
area. Bromide tracer solutionwas uniformly applied to the 260m long, 11 m
wide catchment area ofadrain. From themeasuredbromide concentrations in
the

drain

water,

the

breakthrough

curve

from

the

coupled

unsaturated-saturated transport system couldbe constructed. The experiment
isdescribed indetailby vanOmmen etal. (1988). A study in the same field
was also carried out todescribe the spatialvariability of soil physical
properties (Hopmans and Strieker, 1987). Since the variability study
discriminated between topsoil (A-horizon) and subsoil (BC-horizon), the
simulated flow systemwas adapted to this situation.
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The field transport system isdiscretized by means of 'flow blocks' along
the drain. In our case such a flowblock consisted of the topsoil, the
subsoil, and the saturated zone (Figure 3 ) .Eachblock has its ownvalue for
the thickness of the subsoil and the thickness of the saturated zone
depending on theposition along the drain.The thickness of the topsoil was
25 cm.

topsoil
>unsaturatedzone
subsoil<
groundwater,
table

>saturated zone

Figure 3 Flow block ofunsaturated-saturated soilwater transport system.

Transport within a flow block was modeled

as

follows.

Based

on

MC-simulations using Eq. [7],the impulse response for the topsoil transport
system was determined. The breakthrough curve at adepth of 25cm served as
input for the second transport system, ofwhich the impulse response could
be determined inasimilar way. Convolution of the impulse response of the
subsoil with the input from the topsoil resulted inabreakthrough curve at
the groundwater level.Finally, the concentration in the drainage water of
one flow blockwas calculated from convolution of the concentration at the
groundwater levelwith the impulse response of the saturated transport
system. This last procedure is described indetail by van Ommen etal.
(1988a). After averaging of the flowblock concentrations, the concentration
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of the drain water at the outlet of the coupled transport system was
determined as a function of the amount of drainage (mm).

Figure 4 shows drain effluent breakthrough curves assuming a variable flux
and a fixedmoisture content (case I)forvarious standard deviations inY.

dy=0.1066/0.0811

measured curve

120

ISO

',30

210

2*2

0RAIN DISCHARGE (MM)

Figure 4 Observed field breakthrough curve and predicted breakthrough
curves (h- -100cm)with variable fluxes only (case I)and for
different values ofCTVfor the top and subsoil,respectively. The
lowest curve isbased onmeasured variability of scale factors.

Themeasuredvariability of soil physical parameters, expressed in the
standard deviations of the scale factor,appears to result inavariation of
travel timeswhich ismuch larger than that derived from themeasured solute
breakthrough curve. For values of ay smaller thanmeasured (Table1 ) ,
calculated solutebreakthrough curveswere in better agreement with the
experimentally determined curve. Although the fit improved at

lower

variabilities, the measured breakthrough curve, still begins sooner than
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predicted. The value of the soilwater pressure head used in this simulation
was equal to -100cmwhile decreasing thisvalue to -500cm (not shown) did
result in slightly higher concentration values; it did not affectcrinx'

(Eq. [9]).
Figure 5shows thebreakthrough curves for a fixed flux and a variable
moisture content (case II).The calculated breakthroughs are for soilwater
pressure headvalues of -100cm and -500cm.We emphasize that theperiod of
drain discharge up to 250 mm coincides with the winter and spring
percolation

season,

during which the discharge rates are high and

transpiration low.Therefore,a representative soilwater pressure head of
-100cm should much closely mimic the actual field situation thanavalue of
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Figure 5 Observed and predicted drain water breakthrough curves with
variable volumetric moisture content only (case II) and for
differentvalues for theuniform soilwater pressure head.

-500 cm, which produced areasonable fit.From Figure 4 and 5it appears
that in this case the measured variability of travel times seems tobe more
determined by thevariability ofmoisture contents thanbyvariable fluxes.
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This statement mustbe made cautiously since preferential flow in the
subsoil caused an accelerated breakthrough to the groundwater table from the
transport system (vanOmmenet al., 1988a). If the experiment had been
carried outunder ponded infiltration conditions, thevariability of fluxes
mighthavebeen in farbetter agreement with the predicted breakthrough
based on fluxvariability only.

CONCLUSIONS

We presented a simple model to predict solute breakthrough for

an

unsaturated soil. The residence time distributionwas expressed by means of
the statistical properties of the scale factors, and a value for the
effective soilwater pressure head atwhich transport presumably occurred. A
simple analytical solution could be presented if the water content is
uniform in the system.

Application of themodel showed that thevariability insolute travel times
is dominated by thevariability in fluxes, rather than the variability in
volumetric water content.

The model wasverified with a field experiment involving the application of
bromide to the intake area of adrain, and themeasurement of concentrations
the drainwater.Model results didnot agreewith themeasured breakthrough
curvewhen themeasured variability inscale factors and a realistic soil
water pressure headwere substituted inthemodel.

We believe that thenegative outcome of the fieldverification experiment
does notnecessarily prove that thepresented model is invalid. However, the
simple physically-based expression that translates theparameters of the
transfer

function concept into measurable quantities, might be more

successful under different experimental conditions.
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10. SAMENVATTING

'Het transport vanaf een diffusebronvanverontreiniging ende toepassing
hiervan op een gekoppeld onverzadigd-verzadigd systeem'.

De aantastingvan dekwaliteit vanhet grondwater isde laatste jaren vaak
in het nieuws.Aanvankelijk eisten devele gevallenvanverontreiniging ten
gevolge

van

lokale

bronnen de aandacht op; voorbeelden zijn o.a.

vuilnisbelten en stortplaatsenvanchemisch afval.Naarmate de sanering van
deze puntbronnen verder terhand genomenwerd,bleek dat debedreigingvan
de grondwaterkwaliteit doorverspreid voorkomende bronnen van verontreiniging - diffuse bronnenvanverontreiniging -een ernstig probleemvormde.
Omdatmaatregelen terpreventie enbestrijding van dezebronnen belangrijke
implicatieshebben, ishetvan grootbelang omde effectenhiervan tekunnen
kwantificeren en tevertalen naar eenbeleid op grondwaarvan de kwaliteit
van het grondwater op lange termijn gewaarborgd is.Bovendien is inhoofdstuk 1uiteengezet inhoeverre grondwater kwetsbaar kan zijn tenaanzienvan
het indringenvanverontreinigingen vanafhet aardoppervlak.
Inhoofdstuk 2werd een theorie afgeleid, metbehulp waarvan de effectenvan
diffusebronnenvanverontreiniging op dekwaliteitvan dagzomend grondwater
kon worden gekwantificeerd. Deze theorie berust op eenanalogievanhet
onderhavige transport mechanisme methet optredenvanvolledige menging in
een reactorvat. Ditmaakthetmogelijk om dekwaliteitsveranderingen vanhet
uittredende grondwater, tengevolgevan eendiffusebelasting,uit te drukken als functievan eenvoudig teverkrijgenhydrogeologische parameters.
Hoofdstuk 3 vormt een illustratie van het gemak waarmee moeilijkere
transportproblemen opgelost kunnenworden als gebruikwordt gemaakt van de
analogie, die inhoofdstuk 2beschreven is.Hetbetrefthier de reactie van
de grondwaterkwaliteit op eeneenmalige belasting vanhet grondwater met een
stof, die radioactief verval vertoont. Overigens,voor de eenvoud ishet
transport van een dergelijke stof door de onverzadigde bodem nietverdisconteerd: inwerkelijkheid kan dit echtervan grote invloed zijn.
Het effectvan de onverzadigde zone ophet transportvan een opgeloste stof
vanafhetbodemoppervlak isnaderbeschreven inhoofdstuk 4. Het -transport
door de onverzadigde bodem wordt dan gesimuleerd met behulp vanhet
transport door een reeks identieke reactorvaatjes,waarinvolledige menging
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optreedt. Tevens werd in dithoofdstuk uiteengezet opwatvoor wijze het
effectvan tijdsafhankelijke invoer-concentraties berekend konworden.
Aangezienbodemeigenschappen met de diepte sterkkunnen variëren, werd in
hoofdstuk 5een rekenmethode gepresenteerd waarmee de stromingvan eenopgeloste stof door zo'nheterogeen systeem beschrevenwordt.Aan ieder bodemlaagje afzonderlijk kan daneenwaardevanhetvochtgehalte, de dikte,de
retardatiefactor ofde afbraakconstanteworden toegekend. Een speciaal geval
hiervan iseen gekoppeld onverzadigd-verzadigd transportsysteem, waarinhet
laatste bodemlaagje dan deverzadigde zonevoorstelt.
Omnu de theorie,die indevoorgaande hoofdstukken is gepresenteerd, te
verifiëren, is een veldexperiment uitgevoerd. Dit experiment,waarvan in
hoofdstuk 6uitgebreid verslag isgedaan,bestond uithet toedienenvan een
merkstof op een gedraineerd perceel. Hierna zijnzowelmonstersvan de
bodem, vanhet grondwater envanhet drainwater genomen omhet transport van
de merkstof door de onverzadigde enverzadigde zoneskwantitatief te kunnen
beschrijven. Opbasisvandebodembemonsteringen ende theorie, zoals die
gepresenteerd is in de voorgaande hoofdstukken, washetmogelijk om de
concentratie van de merkstof in het drainwater te voorspellen en te
vergelijken met de gemeten waarden. Deze voorspelling was alleen dan in
goede overeenstemming methet gemetenverloop, als het transport van de
merkstof in de ondergrondversneld plaatsvond. Omdat er indirecte aanwijzingenbestondenvoor het ontstaan ende aanwezigheid vanpreferente stroombanen, waardoor demerkstof sneller naarhet grondwater konbewegen danop
grondvan demeest gangbare theorieën zouwordenverwacht,werd een methode
ontwikkeld waarmee hetbestaanvan deze stroombanen inhetveld aangetoond
konworden.
De techniekvan demethode werd in detail beschreven in hoofdstuk 7 en
berust op het principe dat jodium met zetmeel een intensief donkerblauw
gekleurd complexvormt. Ditjodium wordtverkregen door oxidatie van het
jodide-ion, dat als inertemerkstof aandebodem is toegevoegd.
In hoofdstuk 8kwam de toepassingvan de inhoofdstuk 7ontwikkelde methode
aan de orde.Op tienplaatsen inhetperceel,waar ruim eenjaar geleden de
merkstof was toegediend, werd nu 100mmjodide oplossing toegediend. Na
afgraving werden de donker gekleurde vlekken, die op de aanwezigheid van
jodide duidden, gefotografeerd ende fractieblauwkleuring als functie van
de diepte uitgezet.Op deze manierwerd informatie verkregen inhoeverre het
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transport door preferente stroombanenplaatsvond. Op grondvan deresultaten, diemet dezekleurstofmethode werden geboekt,bleek, dat de versnelde
doorbraak, zoals diewaswaargenomen tijdenshetvoorgaande experiment,niet
konworden gereproduceerd. De omstandigheden waaronder de jodide-kleurstofproeven warenuitgevoerd,verschildenblijkbaar zodanig met die tijdens het
eerstemerkstof experiment,dat de eerderwaargenomenversnelde uitspoeling
niet optrad. Hiermee wordt onderstreept dathet ontstaanvan preferente
stroombanen eendynamisch proces is,waarnaar nogveel onderzoek gedaanmoet
worden.
Op hetzelfde perceel was inhet zeer recenteverleden een studie verricht
naar de ruimtelijke variabiliteit vanbodemfysischeparameters.Opbasis van
de resultatenvan dat onderzoekwerd getracht om deverblijftijdspreidingenhiermee het transport doorhet gekoppeld onverzadigde-verzadigde systeem
te beschrijven opbasisvan degemetenruimtelijkevariabiliteitvangenoemde parameters (hoofdstuk 9 ) . Indienverondersteld werd, dat deverblijftijd inde onverzadigde zonehoofdzakelijk toe te schrijven zouzijnaande
variabiliteit van dewaterflux, danresulteerde dit in een verblijftijdspreiding, die groterwas dandie op grondvan dewaargenomenmerkstofconcentraties inhet drainwater waswaargenomen.Vermoedelijk speelt de variabiliteit van dewaterflux eengrotere rol insituaties waarbij infiltratie
optreedt vanaf eengeïnundeerd bodemoppervlak.
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